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DIMERIC MOLECULAR AGGREGATION MOTIF IN CRYSTAL 
OF 2,7-DIETHOXY-1-(4-NITROBENZOYL)NAPHTHALENE: 
CORRELATION OF SINGLE MOLECULAR STRUCTURE, 
 MOLECULAR ACCUMULATION STRUCTURE AND NON-  
   COVALENT-BONDING INTERACTIONS  
Shinji Ohisa, [a] Mayumi Saeki, [a] Hirokazu Shiomichi, [a] Noriyuki Yonezawa, [a] and Akiko 
Okamoto[a]*  
Keywords: Centrosymmetric dimeric molecular aggregate, molecular motif, non-classical hydrogen bonds, … stacking interaction 
Crystal structure of 2,7-diethoxy-1-(4-nitrobenzoyl)naphthalene C21H19NO5, is reported and discussed on the characteristics of the spatial 
organization of single molecule and molecular aggregation as contrasted with a homologous compound.  The molecular structures of these 
compounds differ only in the kind of alkoxy group of 2,7-positions of the naphthalene rings, i.e., ethoxy groups for title compound and 
methoxy groups for homologue.  In single molecular crystal structures of these compounds, 4-nitrobenzoyl group is non-coplanarly 
attached to the naphthalene ring.  The molecules exhibit axial chirality, with either R or S stereogenic axis.  The two pairs of the 
enantiomeric molecules are related by two-fold helical axis in the asymmetric unit of P21/n space group for title compound and P21/c one 
for homologue, showing the number of molecules (Z) is four for both compounds.  In their molecular packing structures, (R)- and (S)-
enantiomers are connected to each other by … stacking interactions, forming centrosymmetric dimeric molecular aggregates.  However, 
the aggregation structures of the dimers are apparently different between title compound and homologue.  The dimeric units of title 
compound are stacked into columnar structure with (sp2)C–H…O=C non-classical hydrogen bonds between identical enantiomers along a-
axis.  The columns are connected by (sp2)C–H…OEt non-classical hydrogen bonds between identical enantiomers along c-axis to give 
sheet-like aggregation spreading on ac-plane.  The sheets are piled up through (sp3)C–H… non-classical hydrogen bonds between 
opposite enantiomeric molecules of next dimeric aggregates along b-axis giving layers.  On the other hand, the dimeric molecular 
aggregates of homologue are connected into flattish column by (sp3)C–H…O=C non-classical hydrogen bonds and (sp3)C–H… non-
classical hydrogen bonds between identical enantiomers.  The columns are linked into waving plate through weak (sp2)C–H… non-
classical hydrogen bonds.  In title compound, difference between … stacking interactions and non-classical hydrogen bonds is smaller 
than homologue in contribution to the whole of molecular packing structure.  
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Introduction 
To understand correlation between molecular structure 
and molecular aggregation is one of important themes for 
designing novel organic solid materials and organic 
molecular crystals.1-6 Crystal engineering often use a 
concept of supramolecular synthon7 for leading objective 
crystal structure.  Supramolecular synthons are kinetically 
defined structural units that transfer the essential features of 
a crystal structure, and a critical assumption is that the 
synthon is a reasonable approximation to the whole crystal.  
The closer the structure of a small synthon is to the actual 
crystal, the more useful is this entire concept.  Although 
design of strong interactions leading robust synthon is one 
of important strategies in crystal engineering, 
supramolecular synthon is not universal concept from the 
perspective of understanding the correlation between 
molecular structure and molecular packing structure.  
Because, organic molecules in crystal are linked by not only 
strong hydrogen bonds but also a number of weak hydrogen 
ones including van der Waals interactions, non-classical 
hydrogen bonds whose C–H groups form with electron rich 
atom/group, and … stacking interactions.  Studies on role 
and importance of the weak interactions have been received 
much attentions.8-11  On the other hand, investigation with 
the intense to understand and estimate the relative 
contribution to a whole of molecular aggregation has 
gradually progressed.12-14  One reason why is that a series of 
model compounds suitable for systematic investigations on 
weak interactions is difficult to obtain.  The authors reported 
single molecular structures and the structural features of the 
molecular packing structures for roughly ninety compounds 
having 1,8-diaroylated naphthalene skeletons or the 
homologous/analogous structures via the Cambridge 
Structure Database (CSD).15-18   
There are two common features in the crystals of 1,8-
diaroylated naphthalene compounds, 1) two aroyl groups are 
non-coplanarly located to the 2,7-dialkoxynaphthalene core 
and oriented in an opposite direction with a few exceptional 
compounds bearing unidirectional-alignment of aroyl groups 
and 2) the molecular packing of 1,8-diaroylated 2,7-
dialkoxynaphthalene compounds are mainly stabilized by 
weak hydrogen bonds, i.e., four kinds of non-covalent 
bonding interactions, (sp2)C–H···O=C non-classical 
hydrogen bonds, (sp3)C–H···O non-classical hydrogen 
bonds, C–H···π non-classical hydrogen bonds, and π···π 
stacking interactions are observed in decreasing order of 
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frequency. The features can be interpreted that the non-
coplanarly accumulated aromatic rings structure disturbs 
formation of strong π…π stacking interactions.  The authors 
also determined several crystal structures of 1-aroylated 
naphthalene compounds.19-21  They have non-coplanarly 
accumulated aromatic rings structure.  The authors envision 
that 1-aroylated naphthalene compounds show similar 
structural features to 1,8-diaroylated naphthalene 
compounds, whereas they might have flexible spatial 
organization rather than the 1,8-diaroylated homologue.  
Therefore, the authors planned to elucidate correlation 
between molecular structure and crystal structure of 1-
aroylated naphthalene compounds by tracing non-covalent 
bonding interactions.  The information should be 
complementary knowledge to a concept of supramolecular 
synthon.  Herein crystal structure of 2,7-diethoxy-1-(4-
nitrobenzoyl)naphthalene22 is reported and discussed 
correlation among molecular structure, molecular packing 
structure and effective non-covalent bonding interactions 
through comparison with the 1-aroylated naphthalene 
homologue, 2,7-dimethoxy-1-(4-nitrobenzoyl)naphthalane,19 
and the related other compounds. 
Experimental 
Materials and methods 
Aluminium chloride was of commercial quality and was 
used as received from Wako Pure Chemical Industries, Ltd., 
Japan, purity greater than 98%.  4-Nitrobenzoyl chloride 
was acquired from Tokyo Chemical Industry Co., Ltd., 
Japan, purity greater than 98% and purified by distillation 
under reduced pressure (135˚C/18 mmHg). Solvents were 
dried and purified using standard procedures.23  Synthetic 
methods and spectral data for starting material and 
homologue, 2,7-diethoxynaphthalene and 2,7-dimethoxy-1-
(4-nitrobenzoyl)naphthalene, have been reported in 
literatures. 24, 19  
Measurements 
1H NMR spectra were recorded on a JEOL JNM-AL300 
spectrometer (300 MHz).  Chemical shifts are expressed in 
ppm relative to internal standard of Me4Si (δ 0.00).  13C 
NMR spectra were recorded on a JEOL JNM-AL300 
spectrometer (75 MHz).  Chemical shifts are expressed in 
ppm relative to internal standard of CDCl3 (δ 77.0).  IR 
spectra were recorded on a JASCO FT/IR-4100 
spectrometer (KBr tablet).  High-resolution FAB mass 
spectra were recorded on a JEOL MStation (MS700) ion 
trap mass spectrometer in positive ion mode. 
X-ray crystallography 
For the crystal structure determination, the single-crystal of 
title compound was used for data collection on a four-circle 
Rigaku RAXIS RAPID diffractometer (equipped with a 
two-dimensional area IP detector).  The graphite-mono-
chromated Cu Kα radiation (λ = 1.54187 Å) was used for 
data collection.  The lattice parameters were determined by 
the least-squares methods on the basis of all reflections with 
F2>2σ (F2). Crystal data, data collection and structure 
refinement details are summarized in Table 1.  All H atoms 
could be located in difference Fourier maps, but were 
subsequently refined in optimized positions as riding atoms, 
with C–H = 0.95 (aromatic) and 0.98 (methyl) and with 
Uiso(H) = 1.2 Ueq(C). For data collection: PROCESS-
AUTO25; cell refinement: PROCESS-AUTO25; data 
reduction: CrystalStructure26; program(s) used to solve 
structure: SIR200427; program(s) used to refine structure: 
SHELXL9728; molecular graphics: ORTEPIII29. The 
hydrogen bond geometries of title compound are listed in 
Table 2.  Molecular structure of title compound with the 
atom-labelling scheme is displayed in Figure 1. 
Table 1. Crystallographic data and structure refinement parameters 
of title compound. 
Table 2.  Hydrogen-bond geometry (Å, ˚). 
Symmetry codes: (i) -x, 1-y, 1-z; (ii) 1+x, y, z; (iii) x, y, -1+z; (iv) -
1/2+x, 1/2-y, 1/2+z. 
Crystal data  
Chemical formula C21H19NO5 
Mr 365.37 
Crystal shape, colour Cubic, yellow 
Crystal system, space group Monoclinic, P21/n 
Temperature (K) 193 
a (Å) 
b (Å) 
c (Å) 
7.50699(14)  
21.5357(4)  
11.2196 (2) 
β (°) 93.2435 (12) 
V (Å3) 1810.96 (6) 
Z 4 
Radiation type Cu Kα 
µ (mm−1) 0.79 
Crystal size (mm) 0.70 × 0.15 × 0.10 
Data collection  
Diffractometer Rigaku R-AXIS RAPID  
diffractometer 
Absorption correction Numerical NUMABS 
Tmin, Tmax 0.607, 0.925 
No. of measured, 
independent and observed [I 
> 2σ(I)] reflections 
31780, 3300, 2726  
Rint 0.026 
(sin θ/λ)max (Å−1) 0.602 
Refinement  
R[F2 > 2σ(F2)], wR(F2), S 0.039, 0.111, 1.09 
No. of reflections 3300 
No. of parameters 268 
H-atom treatment H atoms treated by a mixture of 
independent and constrained 
refinement 
Δρmax, Δρmin (e Å−3) 0.20, −0.24 
CCDC no. 1571809 
D―H…A D―H H…A D…A D―H…A 
C13–H31B…O4ⅰ 0.99 2.59 3.2298(18) 122 
C17–H17…O5ⅱ 0.95 2.46 3.3668(18) 161 
C18–H18…O2iii 0.95 2.55 3.3706(16) 144 
C20–H20…O3ii 0.95 2.47 3.3808(17) 160 
C11–H11B…Cg2iv 0.96 2.71 3.5863(16) 148 
C12–H12A…Cg1iv 0.96 2.87 3.813(2) 164 
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Synthesis of 2,7-diethoxy-1-(4-nitrobenzoyl)naphthalene 
To a 10 mL two-necked round-bottomed flask, 4-
nitrobenzoyl chloride (41 mg, 0.22 mmol), aluminium 
chloride (32 mg, 0.24 mmol) and dichloromethane (0.5 mL) 
were placed.  After stirring at 273 K for 15 min under 
nitrogen atmosphere, 2,7-diethoxynaphthalene (43 mg, 0.20 
mmol) was added to the reaction mixture.  After stirring for 
24 h, the reaction mixture was poured into water (30 mL).  
The resulting aqueous solution was extracted with 
chloroform (20 mL × 3).  The combined organic extracts 
were washed with 2 M NaOH aq. (20 mL × 3) and brine 
successively.   The organic layer thus obtained was dried 
over anhydrous MgSO4.  The solvent was removed under 
reduced pressure to give a cake (quant.).  The crude material 
was purified by column chromatography (silica gel, toluene).  
Yellow cubic single crystals suitable for X-ray diffraction 
were obtained by crystallization from acetone (22.7 mg; 
31% yield). 
1H NMR 300 MHz, CDCl3): 1.02 (3H, t, J = 6.9Hz), 
1.38 (3H, t, J = 7.2 Hz), 4.01 (4H, q), 6.95 (1H, d, J = 2.4 
Hz), 7.05 (dd, 1H, J = 9.0 Hz, 2.4 Hz), 7.10 (d, 1H, J = 9.3 
Hz), 7.74 (d, 1H, J = 9.0 Hz), 7.89 (d, 1H, J = 7.5 Hz), 7.96 
(d, 2H, J = 6.9 Hz), 8.28 (d, 2H, J = 9.0 Hz) ppm.  13C NMR 
 (75 MHz, CDCl3) : 14.63, 14.78, 63.61, 64.80, 102.71, 
110.93, 117.64, 120.30, 123.82, 124.50, 130.02, 130.10, 
132.54, 133.36, 143.97, 150.24, 155.59, 158.93, 196.67 ppm.  
IR (KBr): 1671 (C=O), 1623, 1597, 1523, 1514 (Ar, 
naphthalene), 1346(N-O), 1279 (O-Et) cm-1.  HRMS (FAB; 
m-NBA) m/z : [M+H]+; calcd for C21H20NO5, ; 366.1341, 
found 366.1337. m. p. = 452–453 K. 
Results and discussion 
Figure 1 exhibits single molecular structure of title 
compound.22  The aroyl group is non-coplanarly situated 
against the naphthalene ring.  The interplanar angle between 
4-nitrobenzene ring and 2,7-diethoxynaphthalene ring is 
81.99(5)˚ [torsion angles = 112.12(15)˚ (C2–C1–C15–O3) 
and 114.48(14)˚ (C9–C1–C15–C16)].  The plane of the 
bridged carbonyl group [C–(C=O)–C] is tilted to both 4-
nitrobenzene ring and the naphthalene ring [dihedral angles; 
26.80(7)˚ and 67.43(6)˚, respectively].  On the other hand, 
the nitro group is coplanarly attached to the 4-nitrobenzene 
ring [torsion angles = 0.21(19)˚ (O4–N1–C19–C18) and -
179.68(13)˚ (O5–N1–C19–C18)].  Two ethoxy groups at 
2,7-positions of the naphthalene ring are oriented in 
different directions, i.e., the ethoxy group at 7-position of 
the naphthalene ring turns toward outer side of molecule, 
and that at 2-position comes closer to inner part of molecule.  
Contrary to the achiral nature of title molecule in solution, 
the molecules in crystal exhibit atrope isomerism brought 
about by molecular stereogenic axis of carbon–carbon bond 
between the carbonyl moiety and the naphthalene ring.  
Therefore, a pair of (R)- and (S)-enantiomeric molecules 
exists in the crystal.  The two pairs of the enantiomeric 
molecules are related by two-fold helical axis in the 
asymmetric unit of P21/n space group, exhibiting the 
number of molecules (Z) in a unit cell is four (Figure 2).   
In molecular packing, (R)- and (S)-enantiomeric 
molecules are linked centrosymmetrically (Figure 3).  
Between the paired enantiomeric molecules, (4-
nitrophenyl)…(4-nitrophenyl) stacking interaction 
[centroid–centroid distance Cg3…Cg3 = 3.92 Å; Cg3 = 
C16–C21 rings], a pair of ([ethoxy]methylene)C–H…O=N 
non-classical hydrogen bonds [C13–H13B…O4 = 2.59 Å], 
and a pair of weak (naphthalene)C–H…O=N non-classical 
hydrogen bonds [C8–H8…O4 = 2.68 Å] are observed as 
effective non-covalent bonding interactions. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 1. Molecular structure of 2,7-diethoxy-1-(4-
nitrobenzoyl)naphthalene, with the atom-labelling scheme and 
displacement ellipsoids drawn at the 50% probability level. 
 
 
Figure 2. Molecular packing of title compound, with the symmetry 
elements [pink molecules and pale blue ones indicate (R)- 
enantiomeric isomers and (S)-enantiomeric ones, respectively]. 
At the same time, molecules are stacked into columnar 
structure along a-axis via two kinds of (sp2)C–H…O non-
classical hydrogen bonds, i.e., (4-nitrophenyl)C–H…O=N 
non-classical hydrogen bonds [C17–H17…O5 = 2.46 Å] 
and (4-nitrophenyl)C–H…O=C non-classical hydrogen 
bonds [C20–H20…O3 = 2.47 Å], between molecules of 
identical enantiomeric configuration (Figure 4, top).  
Furthermore, the resulting columns are aligned along c-axis 
by (4-nitrophenyl)C–H…OEt non-classical hydrogen bonds 
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between molecules of identical enantiomeric configuration 
[C18–H18…O2 = 2.55 Å] (Figure 4, middle).  The folding 
double-screens architectures composed of molecules of 
identical enantiomeric configuration spreading on ac-plane 
are arranged along b-axis with another overlapping of the 
naphthalene ring and the ethyl moiety of the ethoxy group at 
2-position with a neighbouring molecule along a-axis.  That 
is, the naphthalene rings and the ethyl moieties are 
alternately stacked along a-axis by two types of (2-
ethoxy)C–H…(naphthalene) hydrogen bonds between 
opposite enantiomeric molecules, i.e., 
([ethoxy]methylene)C–H…(naphthalene) non-classical 
hydrogen bonds [C11–H11B…Cg2 = 2.71 Å; Cg2 = C5–
C10 ring] and ([ethoxy]methyl)C–H…(naphthalene) non-
classical hydrogen bonds [C12–H12A…Cg1 = 2.87 Å; Cg1 
= C1–C2–C3–C4–C10–C9 ring] (Figure 4, bottom).   
 
      
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 3. Spatial organization of centrosymmetric dimeric 
molecular aggregate of title compound. 
 
Several years ago, the authors reported crystal structure of 
2,7-dimethoxy-1-(4-nitrobenzoyl)naphthalene, which is one 
of the homologues of title compound.19  The spatial 
organization of homologue is exhibited with title compound 
in Figure 5.  In the similar manner to title compound, the 
homologous compound has single molecular structure of 
non-coplanarly accumulated aromatic rings.  However, 
dihedral angles between 4-nitrophenyl ring and the 
naphthalene ring, between the bridging C–(C=O)–C plane 
and the naphthalene ring, and between the bridging C–
(C=O)–C plane and the 4-nitrophenyl ring are smaller than 
those of title compound [Table 3; 61.97(5)˚ for homologous 
compound < 81.99(5)˚ for title compound, 56.68(6)˚ < 
67.43(6)˚, and 12.54(7)˚ < 26.80(7)˚, respectively].   The 
methoxy groups are oriented in the same manner with title 
compound, i.e., the methoxy group at 7-position of the 
naphthalene ring is oriented toward outside of molecule, 
whereas that at 2-position comes toward inner side of 
molecule (Figure 5, right).   
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 4. Non-covalent bonding interactions in crystal structure of 
title compound: N=O…H–C(sp2) non-classical hydrogen bonds 
(blue dashed lines) and (sp2)C–H…O=C ones (violet dashed lines)  
[top]; (sp3)C–H…OEt non-classical hydrogen bonds (violet dashed 
lines) [middle]; two kinds of (sp3)C–H… non-classical hydrogen 
bonds (orange dashed lines)[bottom]. 
In crystal packing, homologous compound also forms 
centrosymmetric dimeric molecular aggregate connected by 
(4-nitrophenyl)… (4-nitrophenyl) stacking interaction 
between opposite enantiomer molecules [Cg…Cg distance = 
3.83 Å] (Figure 6). 
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Figure 5. Spatial organizations of single molecules: title compound 
(left) and homologue (right). 
Table 3. Dihedral angles and torsion angles in title compound and 
homologue 
 
The centrosymmetric dimeric molecular aggregates 
imbricate along ab-diagonal through two kinds of non-
classical hydrogen bonds between molecules of identical 
enantiomeric configuration, i.e., (2-methoxy)C–H…O=C 
non-classical hydrogen bonds [2.49 Å] and (7-methoxy)C–
H…(naphthalene) non-classical hydrogen bonds [2.91 Å] 
(Figure 7, top).  The plates are aligned along b-axis forming 
waving textile through weak (naphthalene)C–
H…(naphthalene) non-classical hydrogen bonds between 
opposite enantiomeric molecules [3.07 Å] (Figure 7, 
bottom).  On the basis of above considerations concerning 
molecular aggregation structures, the authors next compare 
the spatial alignment of centrosymmetric dimeric molecular 
aggregates in order to clarify the molecular structural motifs 
for title compound and homologue.  
Figure 8a displays the pictures of dimeric molecular 
aggregates of title compound (top) and homologue (bottom) 
with the direction that the planes containing the benzene 
rings of 4-nitrophenyl group are positioned perpendicularly 
to the paper surface. The interplanar distance of title 
compound is shorter than that of homologue, however, 
slippage of two benzene rings of title compound is larger 
than that of homologue [interplanar distances: 3.489 Å for 
title compound vs. 3.523 Å for homologue; centroid–
centroid distances = 3.9164(8) Å for title compound vs. 
3.8283(8) Å for homologue; slippages = 1.779 Å for title 
compound and 1.497 Å for homologue].   
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 6. Spatial organization of centrosymmetric dimeric 
molecular aggregate of homologue. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 7. Non-covalent bonding interactions in crystal structure of 
homologue: (sp3)C–H…O=C non-classical hydrogen bonds (violet 
dashed lines) and (sp3)C–H… non-classical hydrogen bonds 
(orange dashed lines) [top]; (sp2)C–H… non-classical hydrogen 
bonds (orange dashed lines)[bottom]. 
 Title 
compound 
Homologue 
Dihedral angles   
between benzene and 
naphthalene 
81.99(5) 61.97(5)˚ 
between C–(C=O)–C plane and 
naphthalene 
67.43(6)˚ 56.68(6)˚ 
between C–(C=O)–C plane and 
benzene 
26.80(7)˚ 12.54(7)˚ 
   
Torsion angles   
between benzene and nitro 
group 
0.21(19)˚ 2.94(19)˚ 
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Figure 8b illustrates the pictures of dimeric aggregates of 
two compounds with the direction that their benzene rings of 
4-nitrophenyl groups are placed parallel to the paper surface.  
The centroids of benzene rings in homologue are deviated 
along the long axis of the benzene rings.  On the other hand, 
those of title compounds are shifted along the direction of 
shorter axis of the benzene rings.   
 
Figure 8. Spatial organizations of dimeric molecular motifs: (a) the 
pictures of dimeric molecular aggregates of title compound (top) 
and homologue (bottom) with the direction that the planes 
containing the benzene rings of 4-nitrophenyl group are positioned 
perpendicularly to the paper surface; (b) the pictures of dimeric 
aggregates of two compounds with the direction that their benzene 
rings of 4-nitrophenyl groups are placed parallel to the paper 
surface. 
Figure 9 exhibits the difference in the alignments of the 
dimeric molecular aggregates between title compound and 
homologue.  Dimeric units of title compound are stacked 
into columnar structure with minor deviations, whereas 
those of homologue are arranged with large deviations.  
Large overlap between dimeric units in title compound 
indicates that the dimeric units need a number of non-
covalent bonding interactions for accumulation.  
Table 4 shows the effective non-covalent bonding 
interactions observed in crystals of title compound and 
homologue with the order of interatomic length for each 
category of non-covalent bonding interactions.  In Table 4, 
the data printed in blue characters denote the distances of 
non-covalent bonding interactions between molecules of 
same enantiomeric configuration and those in red characters 
indicate non-covalent bonding interactions between 
molecules of opposite enantiomeric configuration.  C–
H…O=C non-classical hydrogen bonds between same 
enantiomeric molecules and C–H… non-classical 
hydrogen bonds between opposite enantiomeric molecules 
are observed in both of title compound and homologue.  
However, the types of hybrid orbital of carbon atoms to 
which the hydrogen atoms involved in these non-classical 
hydrogen bonds attach are in reversed combination [(sp2)C–
H…O=C non-classical hydrogen bonds = 2.47 Å for title 
compound and (sp3)C–H…O=C non-classical hydrogen 
bonds = 2.49 Å for homologue; (sp3)C–H… non-classical 
hydrogen bonds = 2.71 and 2.88 Å for title compound and 
(sp2)C–H… non-classical hydrogen bonds = 3.07 Å for 
homologue]. 
 
 
 
 
Figure 9. Arrangements of dimeric molecular units: (a) the 
pictures of dimeric aggregates of title compound (top) and 
homologue (bottom) with their naphthalene rings parallel to the 
paper surface. (b) the pictures of dimeric aggregates of two 
compounds with their naphthalene rings perpendicular to the paper 
surface. 
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Furthermore, the lengths of hydrogen bonds for title 
compound are shorter than those for homologue.  In addition, 
there are more kinds of effective non-classical hydrogen 
bonds specific for title compound [(sp3)C–H…OEt non-
classical hydrogen bond = 2.56 Å, (sp3)C–H…O=N non-
classical hydrogen bond = 2.59 Å, and (sp2)C–H…O=N 
non-classical hydrogen bond = 2.68 Å] than those for 
homologue [(sp3)C–H…non-classical hydrogen bond = 
2.91 Å]. 
Table 4. Non-covalent bonding interactions in title compound and 
homologue 
 Title compound Homologue 
(4-nitrophenyl)…(4-nitrophenyl) 3.92 (dimer) 3.83 
(dimer) 
N=O...H–C(4-nitrophenyl) 2.46 - 
(4-nitrophenyl)C–H…O=C 2.47 - 
(2-CH3O)C–H…O=C - 2.49 
(4-nitrophenyl)C–H…OEt 2.55 - 
(7-CH3CH2O)C–H…O=N  2.59 (dimer) - 
(naphthalene)C–H…O=N  2.68 (dimer) - 
(2-CH3CH2O)C–H…(naphthalene) 2.71 - 
(2-CH3CH2O)C–H…(naphthalene) 2.87 - 
(naphthalene)...H–C(7-CH3O) - 2.91 
(naphthalene)C–H…(naphthalene) - 3.07 
Red characters and blue ones express non-covalent bonding interactions 
between opposite enantiomers and those between identical enantiomers, 
respectively. 
Dimeric molecular aggregation is a common structural 
motif in the crystals of title compound and homologue.  
However, the aggregation structures have substantial 
difference between these compounds in types of constituent 
non-covalent bonding interactions.  In crystal of 
homologous compound, there are practically no effective 
non-covalent bonding interactions other than … stacking 
interactions for aggregation of dimeric units.  Contrarily, for 
title compound there are several kinds of effective non-
covalent bonding interactions with medium to weak strength 
in addition to … stacking interactions for construction of 
aggregation of dimeric pairs.  For homologue, predominant 
contribution of … stacking interactions seems 
substantially to determine the spatial alignment without 
assistance of other less effective interactions.  For title 
compound, the relative significance of … stacking 
interactions among effective non-covalent bonding 
interactions is considered to be smaller than that in 
homologue.  In this consequence, the relatively reduced 
priority of … stacking interactions over other interactions 
are probably compelled to allow perturbation of spatial 
alignment of molecular structure for many weaker non-
covalent bonding interactions to perform cooperatively 
maximum net stabilization.  As a result, many non-classical 
hydrogen bonds are formed with compensation of offset of 
smaller overlapping of aromatic rings in the dimeric 
molecular aggregation. 
As part of the authors’ investigation of non-covalent 
bonding interactions in the organic solid states, title 
compound and homologue are compared to other related 1-
substituted naphthalene compounds, 1-acetyl-2-
ethoxynaphthalene,30 2-methoxy-1-nitronaphthalene,31 (3-
ethyl-6,7-dimethoxynaphthalene-1-yl)(phenyl)methanone,32 
1-actyl-2,7-dimethoxynaphthalene,33 and 1-benzoyl-2,7-
dimethoxynaphthalene20 (Figure 10).   
 
 
 
Figure 10. Related 1-substituted naphthalene compounds  
The first three compounds have asymmetric unit of P-1 
space group and remaining two compounds exhibit P21/c 
and P21/n space groups, respectively.  Furthermore, 2-
methoxy-1-nitronaphthalene, (3-ethyl-6,7-dimethoxynaph-
thalene-1-yl)(phenyl)methanone, and 1-benzoyl-2,7-dimeth-
oxynaphthalene contain crystallographically independent 
molecules in their asymmetric units, i.e., two independent 
molecules for 2-methoxy-1-nitronaphthalene and (3-ethyl-
6,7-dimethoxynaphthalene-1-yl)(phenyl)methanone, and 
three independent molecules for 1-benzoyl-2,7-
dimethoxynaphthalene.  Molecular packing structures of 1-
acetyl-2-ethoxynaphthalene, 2-methoxy-1-nitronaphthalene, 
and (3-ethyl-6,7-dimethoxynaphthalene-1-yl)(phenyl)metha-
none are mainly stabilized … stacking interactions 
between naphthalene rings [Cg…Cg distances = 3.600 Å for 
1-acetyl-2-ethoxynaphthalene, 3.5863(9) and 3.8048(9) Å 
for two independent molecules of 2-methoxy-1-
nitronaphthalene, and 4.189 and 3.891 Å, and 4.423 and 
4.249 Å for two independent molecules of (3-ethyl-6,7-
dimethoxynaphthalene-1-yl)(phenyl)methanone]. On the 
other hand, no …  stacking interactions between 
naphthalene rings are observed in crystals of 1-actyl-2,7-
dimethoxynaphthalene and 1-benzoyl-2,7-dimethoxy-
naphthalene.  Their molecular packing structures are mainly 
stabilized by non-classical hydrogen bonds, e.g., (sp2)C–
H…O=C, (sp3)C–H…O=C, (sp2)C–H…OMe, and (sp3)C–
H…OMe non-classical hydrogen bonds.  When 2- or 7-
position of naphthalene ring core has no substituents, … 
stacking interactions between naphthalene rings effectively 
function in preference to non-classical hydrogen bonds.  
Even if the spatial organization of the related compounds is 
similar to title compound and homologue, no … stacking 
interactions between phenyl rings are formed.  Dihedral 
angles between phenyl ring and naphthalene ring of 1-
benzoyl-2,7-dimethoxynaphthalene and (3-ethyl-6,7-di-
methoxynaphthalene-1-yl)(phenyl)methanone are similar to 
title compound and homologue, respectively [81.99(5)˚ vs. 
75.34(7), 86.47(7), and 76.55(6)˚ for three independent 
molecules of 1-benzoyl-2,7-dimethoxynaphthalene; 
61.97(5)˚ vs. 64.7(7) and 69.4(8)˚ for two independent 
molecules of (3-ethyl-6,7-dimethoxynaphthalene-1-yl)-
(phenyl)methanone].  When nitro group is in the phenyl ring 
of 1-aroylated naphthalene compound, … stacking 
interactions between phenyl rings are formed as shown in 
title compound and homologue.  Centrosymmetric dimers 
led by … stacking interactions between phenyl rings are 
able to accumulate without forming independent molecules 
by two ways: 1) to become robust synthon by highly 
effective … stacking interactions as homologue and 2) to 
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function cooperatively with a number of weak non-classical 
hydrogen bonds as title compound. 
Conclusion 
In the absence of an intermolecular interaction of 
superiority such as classical hydrogen bond, molecules are 
aligned as the most stable spatial organization achieved by 
cooperative accumulation of weak intermolecular 
interactions.  Among the weak interactions, the strongest 
one can determine the molecular structural motif on 
condition that the difference in strength among interactions 
is rather distinct.  On the basis of spatial structural data of 
crystals of title compound and homologue, the molecular 
structural motif and spatial organization of dimeric 
aggregates for two compounds are comparatively analysed.  
In the crystal of homologous compound, overlapping of 
… stacked aromatic rings in dimeric aggregation unit is 
almost satisfactory to gain maximum stabilization.  The non-
covalent bonding interactions other than … stacking 
interactions observed are far weaker ones.  It means that the 
other non-classical hydrogen bonding interactions only 
functions to pile the dimeric aggregates up without affecting 
the alignment of dimeric aggregate itself.  Though the 
dimeric aggregate of molecules is observed in the crystal of 
title compound as well as homologue, several distinct 
differences are recognized.  The aroyl group is connected 
more closely to perpendicular situation against naphthalene 
ring than homologue.  It suggests the … stacking 
stabilization of title compound is smaller than homologue 
probably because the only one methylene-length elongation 
of methoxy groups to ethoxy ones at 2,7-positions of 
naphthalene ring enlarges the intramolecular steric repulsion 
resulting in prevention of suitable alignment of aroyl groups 
for more effective … stacking interactions.  In this 
consequence, … stacking interactions and non-classical 
hydrogen bonds cooperatively realize the largest 
stabilization with optimization of number and level of non-
classical hydrogen bondings by perturbation of 
intramolecular spatial atomic positioning.  Contrary to the 
classical hydrogen bonds governed crystal, the sequence of 
strength among non-classical hydrogen bonds drastically 
turns relative precedence, and the single molecular and 
accumulation structure in crystal demonstrate rather 
irregular change of apparent feature. 
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INTERACTION OF TWO FLAVONOIDS WITH CALF THYMUS 
DNA: A MULTI - SPECTROSCOPIC, ELECTROCHEMICAL 
AND MOLECULAR MODELLING APPROACH 
 P. Venmathy[a], J. Jeyasundari[a], V. S. Vasantha[b]*, P. Nandha Kumar[b] and 
   M. Sakthi[c] 
Keywords: Flavonoid interaction, Ct-(ds) DNA, spectroscopy, cyclic voltammetry, docking. 
Interaction of naturally occurring bioactive flavonoids 5,6,7-trihydroxyflavone (Baicalein) and 7,8-dihydroxyflavone (DHF) binding with 
calf thymus deoxyribose nucleic acid (dsDNA) was studied by employing UV absorption, fluorescence, circular dichroism, cyclic 
voltammetric and molecular modeling techniques. All studies were confirmed that the structural changes of DNA binding to the flavonoid. 
From the CV results positive shift in peak potential and increased peak current of the flavonoid in the presence of DNA and then the 
fluorescence quenching of DNA-flavonoids system indicated the intercalative mode of binding between flavonoid and DNA. CD studies 
suggest the conformational changes in DNA upon interaction with the flavonoids. Molecular docking simulation methods are used as tools 
to delineate the binding mode and probable location of the flavonoids and their effects on the stability and conformation of Ct-(ds) DNA. 
Furthermore, Baicalein can bind with more potential with Ct-(ds) DNA than DHF. This is helpful to understand the molecular aspects of 
binding mode and provides direction for the use and the design of new effective therapeutic agents. These results could provide useful 
information for insight into the pharmacological mechanism of flavonoids. 
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INTRODUCTION 
Flavonoids are polyphenolic compounds and due to their 
tremendous biological importance and broader range of 
pharmacological activities including antioxidant, anticancer, 
antitubercular, antibacterial, antiallergic, antimicrobial, anti-
inflammatory, antiviral, antitumor, antimutagenic, 
antidiabetic, hepatoprotective and cardiovascular activities, 
flavonoids gained much attention and become a topic of 
interest for researchers in the last decades.1-8 Over 5000 
flavonoids have been isolated from plants, most of which 
are divided into subclasses, including anthocyanidins, 
flavanones, flavonols, flavones, and isoflavones. Among 
them, flavones are less common than flavonols, including 
the well-known flavones 5,6,7- trihydroxyflavone and 7, 8-
dihydroxyflavone. 7,8-DHF (Figure 1A) flavone is isolated 
from Wagatea spicata, then baicalein (Figure 1B) flavone is 
originally isolated from Oroxylum indicum,9 a Chinese 
medicinal plant with various biological properties. 
Flavonoids are everywhere in plants. They are rich in seeds, 
citrus fruits, olive oil, tea, and vegetables.10 
Over the last few decades structure of DNA and its 
interaction with different bioactive molecular moieties have 
gained a great interest in the field of organic synthesis and 
pharmacology. DNA is a nucleic acid that contains all the 
information necessary for specifying the biological 
development of all living bodies. It is a molecule that 
controls hereditary information transferred to the offspring. 
During reproduction, DNA is replicated and transmitted to 
the new trait. In this process, the sequence of DNA base 
pairs defines the characters of individuals ranging from 
physical traits to disease susceptibility. It is necessary to 
understand at molecular level gene expression and their 
mechanism of transfer to offspring.11-13 This could be 
helpful to understand the transfer of many diseases. It is also 
a key step towards the development of new 
chemotherapeutic strategies.  The interaction of many 
naturally occurring compounds with DNA adducts is an 
active area of research in chemistry and biology which leads 
to the understanding of drug–DNA interaction and the 
consequent design of new efficient drugs targeted to DNA. 
14 Due to the central role of DNA in replication and 
transcription, DNA has been a major role for the antibiotic, 
anticancer and antiviral, anti-inflammatory drugs. 
Interaction of small molecules and DNA are mainly of 
two types. One is covalent interactions and another one is 
non-covalent interactions. Three major modes of non-
covalent interactions are electrostatic interactions, groove 
binding, and intercalative binding. A small molecule can 
interact with DNA involving a single mode of binding or 
mixed binding modes. It is worth noting that the property of 
mixed binding mode can be linked to their mechanism of 
action and therapeutic efficiency.15,16  Intercalation and 
minor-groove binding are the predominant DNA-binding 
modes of small ligands17 while electrostatic interactions 
between the cationic species and negatively charged DNA 
phosphate backbone usually occur along the exterior of the 
helix.  DNA is an antiparallel double helix held together by 
hydrogen bonding interactions between DNA base pairs.  
The drugs could interact with DNA in different ways.18 
The drugs could interact at DNA base pairs by the 
breakdown of hydrogen bonding (intercalators) while some 
moieties could interact at groove sites (groove binders).  The 
first evidence of interaction was published in 1961 when 
Lerman demonstrated that acridine dye could intercalate 
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between DNA base pairs. It was concluded after this 
research that only molecules with flat, an aromatic structure 
can intercalate with DNA and are considered to be good 
anticancer drugs.19 There are certain cases where the 
cytotoxicity is parallel to anticancer activity. A number of 
compounds like vitamins, hormones, vitamin antagonists, 
antidepressants, and antihistamines are also good 
intercalators.20-22  The non-planer structures mostly interact 
with DNA through groove bindings, which do not disturb 
the base pairs but just interact through outside bindings. 
Generally, those drugs are considered to be best anticancer 
which are organometallic in nature.23 These drugs are 
intercalators as well.  In this paper DNA interaction of two 
compounds with DNA is reported.24-25 The interaction is 
carried out with Calf Thymus DNA and studied via 
spectroscopic and cyclic voltammetric analysis.26 
Furthermore, molecular modeling methods can be applied to 
study of interaction drugs and biomacromolecules for saving 
time and money, especially since the reactivity of newly 
designed drugs with their targeted biomolecules can be 
predicted prior to chemical synthesis.27  
   The present investigation attempts to understand the 
mechanism of binding of two flavonoids with DNA by 
employing spectroscopic, electrochemical and molecular 
modeling techniques. For this, UV–vis spectroscopy, 
fluorescent spectrometry, voltammetry, circular dichroism 
and molecular modeling (using Autodock 4.228) are 
employed, and the results could provide useful 
pharmacological and toxicity information and insight into 
the redox reactions of these molecules in the living body.  
EXPERIMENTAL 
Materials 
Calf thymus-(ds) DNA was purchased from Sisco 
Research Laboratories Private Limited (SRL), India and 
used without any purification. 5,6,7-Trihydroxyflavone 
(Baicalein) was extracted from Oroxylum indicum, 7,8-
dihydroxyflavone (DHF) was extracted from Wagatea 
Spicata. Stock solutions of DNA and flavonoids were 
prepared by dissolving the appropriate amounts of DNA 
with flavonoids in Tris-HCl buffer pH 7.4 and double 
distilled water containing 10 % DMSO, respectively. Both 
DNA and flavonoid solutions were stored at 4 ˚C. 
The concentration of DNA was determined 
spectrophotometrically using the extinction coefficient value 
of 6600 L mol−1 cm−1 at 260 nm. The solution of DNA was 
found to be free from protein as evident from its absorbance 
ratio value in the range of 1.7.29 All measurements were 
carried out at the physiological pH of 7.4 by using the Tris-
HCl buffer. 
UV-VIS absorption studies 
All absorption spectra were recorded by using Agilent 
diode array spectrometer (Agilent 8453) at room 
temperature (25 °C). UV absorption spectra of flavonoids in 
the absence and presence of increasing concentrations of 
DNA was recorded in the wavelength range of 250-300nm. 
Matched quartz cells of 1 cm path length were used in this 
study. Respective buffer solutions (Tris-HCl buffer, pH 7.4) 
were used as the reference. During optical titration of the 
flavonoids, an equal amount of DNA was added to both the 
sample and the reference cells. The temperature was 
maintained at 4˚C especially for Ct-(ds) DNA. In the 
spectrophotometric titrations to a fixed concentration of 
flavonoid, the concentration of DNA was varied and the 
change in the absorption at λ max of the flavonoid was 
noted at each P/D [DNA/flavonoid molar ratio]. The purity 
of DNA was verified by monitoring the ratio of absorbance 
at 260/280 nm (A260/A280).  Appropriate blanks were run 
under the same conditions and subtracted from the sample 
spectra. 
CD analysis 
Circular dichroism (CD) is a powerful and reliable tool to 
understand the conformational changes in a 
biomacromolecule upon interaction. It is known that the 
intercalation of linear or flat aromatic molecules into 
double-stranded DNA induce large chirality changes and 
consequently significant affects on their CD spectra. The 
CD spectra of buffer were used and were automatically 
subtracted from the CD spectra of the samples as baselines. 
CD band intensities were expressed in terms of mean 
residue ellipticity (MRE) in deg cm2 dmol-1. CD studies 
support the conformational changes in DNA upon 
interaction with the flavonoid. 
Fluorescence spectral analysis 
Fluorescence measurements were carried out on a carry 
eclipse fluorescence spectrophotometer. Measurements were 
made in a fluorescence free quartz cell of 1 cm path length. 
The fluorescence characteristics of flavonoids (λex = 270 
nm and λem = 350 nm) were used to investigate Ct-(ds) 
DNA–flavonoids interaction in Tris HCl buffer solution (pH 
= 7.4) at room temperature. Fluorescence spectra were 
recorded in the range of 300–500 nm while maintaining the 
constant concentration of flavonoids and varying 
concentrations of DNA. 
Voltammetric studies 
The electrochemical behaviors of flavonoids were studied 
before and after adding DNA by cyclic voltammetry (CV) 
using Tris HCl buffer solution of pH 7.4 as supporting 
electrolyte. The mixed flavonoids–DNA solution was 
allowed to equilibrate for 5 min at room temperature. The 
voltammetric behaviours of both flavonoids and flavonoids–
DNA adduct were studied at different scan rates (25–250 
mV s-1).  During the determination, a nitrogen atmosphere 
was maintained over the solutions. All the measurements 
were carried out at room temperature. 
Molecular docking 
Docking operations were performed using version 4.2 of 
the AutoDock program package and the Lamarckian genetic 
algorithm (LGA) available in AutoDock 4.2, which was 
proven to be most reliable, successful and eﬀective.19,20 
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Structures of the compounds, Baicalein and 7,8- 
dihydroxyflavones were modeled by using ChemDraw 
(version 11.0) and geometrically optimized using the 
LigPrep module (Schrodinger, LLC). These two compounds 
differed in the number of hydroxyl groups attached to the 
phenyl ring. Then it was converted into PDB format from 
mol format by online OPENBABEL 
(http://www.vcclab.org/lab/babel/). The LGA was used in 
this docking study of the compounds Baicalein and 7, 8-
dihydroxyflavone with double-stranded DNA. The DNA 
duplex receptor structure from the Protein Data Bank (PDB 
ID: 2dyw) contained 12 base pairs. The base pair sequence 
was CGCGAATTCGCG: GCGCTTAAGCGC. 
In all cases, we used grid maps with a grid box size of 
120×60×120 points with a grid-point spacing of 0.371 Ǻ. 
Then, we started the molecular docking via the LGA using 
default parameters. For ligands, ten independent docking 
runs were carried out. Visualization of the docked pose was 
done using Discovery digital studio molecular graphics 
programs. 
RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 
Binding modes of flavonoids with DNA 
It is generally accepted that small molecules are bound to 
DNA double helix by three modes viz., electrostatic binding, 
groove binding and intercalative binding. In fact, each small 
molecule has a particular structure, which possibly has 
different binding modes with DNA and each mode results in 
a characteristic distortion of the DNA, in theory giving rise 
to a specific pharmacological effect. 
Absorption spectroscopy 
Interaction of Baicalein and DHF with ct-DNA  
UV-Vis absorption spectra were obtained by titration of a 
1.0 × 10-3 mol L-1 flavonoids with double strand DNA (ds-
DNA) solution. The results, shown in Figures 1A and 1B, 
show a single absorption band of 270 nm for flavonoids in 
the absence of Ct-(ds) DNA. As the DNA concentration 
increases the intensity of the absorption band decreases. The 
phenomenon indicated an interaction between DNA and the 
flavonoid and it is typical of intercalate mode. 30 
The hypochromic shift observed in the spectra of 
flavonoids indicates helical ordering of flavonoids in the 
DNA helix. Flavonoids binding to DNA through 
intercalation is characterized by change in the absorbance 
hypochromic and a red shift in wavelength, due to the 
intercalative binding mode involving a stacking interaction 
between the DNA base pairs.31   
The absorption spectra of Baicalein and DHF when 
titrated with ct-DNA showed the isosbestic point at 250 nm 
and 300 nm respectively.32 The binding constants were 
calculated from the ratio of the intercept to the slope of the 
linear fitting of the curve obtained by plotting 1/(A-A0) 
versus 1/[DNA] for both the  flavonoid. The binding 
constants of flavonoids with Ct-(ds) DNA were observed to 
be in the order of Baicalein ˃ DHF. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 1. Absorption spectra of (A) 48 μM of Baicalein and (B) of 
84 μM of DHF with varying concentration of Ct-(ds) DNA. 
 
The values of the binding constants K were obtained 
according to the methods reported. To calculate the 
flavonoid–polynucleotide binding constant, the data are 
treated according to the following equations. 
 
DNA + flavonoid ⇄ DNA flavonoid complex   (1) 
 
      𝐾 =
[𝐷𝑁𝐴 𝑓𝑎𝑙𝑣𝑜𝑛𝑜𝑖𝑑 𝑐𝑜𝑚𝑝𝑙𝑒𝑥]
[𝐹𝑟𝑒𝑒 𝐷𝑁𝐴][𝐹𝑟𝑒𝑒 𝑓𝑙𝑎𝑣𝑜𝑛𝑜𝑖𝑑]
   (2)  
 
The values of the binding constants K were obtained from 
the DNA absorption at 260 nm according to the published 
methods,33,34 where the bindings of various ligands to 
hemoglobin were described. For weak binding affinities the 
data were treated using linear reciprocal plots based on the 
following equation. 
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Based on the variations of absorbance in the spectral band, 
the binding constant, K of the complex-DNA can be 
obtained according to the following equation. 
 
           (3) 
 
where  
 A0 and A are the absorbencies of the complex in the 
 absence and presence of DNA, respectively, and  
 G and HG are their absorption coefficients, 
 respectively.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 2. Fitting of experimental data of Baicalein and  DHF 
with Eqn. (4). 
The association constant demonstrated that flavonoid binds 
to CT-DNA through outside binding such as an electrostatic 
interaction. Planarity, hydrophobicity, and electrostatic 
component of flavonoids play important roles in its binding 
to DNA through intercalative mode.35 
The result of fitting the experimental data with Eqn. (4) is 
shown in Figure 2. It is suggested that the complex of 
flavonoids with DNA is to be a kind of 1:1 ratio. From a 
plot of A0/(A-A0) vs. 1/[DNA], the ratio of the intercept to 
the slope gives the binding constant, K = 2.18 ×10-5 mol-1 L 
and K = 3.16 ×10-5 mol-1 L.  
Circular dichroism 
Circular dichroism (CD) is a reliable tool to understand 
the conformational changes in a biomacromolecule upon 
interaction. Conformational changes associated with the 
binding of flavonoids to DNA were investigated by CD 
studies. Small molecules bind to the DNA double helix by 
three dominant modes referred to as (i) intercalative binding 
where the probe intercalates within the nucleic acid base 
pairs, (ii) groove binding involving van der Waal’s 
interaction in the major groove or the minor groove of the 
DNA helix and (iii) electrostatic binding between the 
negatively charged DNA phosphate backbone and cationic 
end of the molecules.  
Intercalated probes are comparatively more protected 
from the external agents compared to those bound through 
other interactions.36,37 Electrostatic, hydrogen bonding and 
hydrophobic interactions generally contribute to the stability 
of groove binding,38 whereas intercalative binding39 is 
mostly favoured by stacking interaction with the adjacent 
DNA bases.40 
It is well known that the intercalation binding of linear or 
flat aromatic molecules into calf thymus (double-stranded) 
DNA induce large chirality changes and consequently 
significant effects on their CD spectra.41 The CD spectrum 
of free DNA shows a negative band at 245 nm due to 
helicity (Figure 3), and a positive band at 275 nm due to the 
base stacking, which is the characteristic of DNA in the 
right-hand B form.42 The CD band of DNA at 270-280 nm is 
assigned to base stacking interactions between the bases and 
the band at 245 nm is attributed to the polynucleotide helical 
structure.43 
These bands are caused by the stacking interactions 
between the bases pairs and the helical suprastructure of the 
polynucleotide that provides an asymmetric environment for 
the bases. The secondary structure of DNA is perturbed 
markedly by the intercalation of small molecules leaving its 
signature through the conformational changes in the intrinsic 
CD spectra of ct-(ds) DNA. Groove binding, however, does 
not put so much impact on the CD signal in this report.44-47 
Emission spectroscopy 
The fluorescence signal of 452 nm was responsible for 
Baicalein  and  338  nm  for  DHF.  When the DNA solution 
was added to the flavonoids, Baicalein peak shifted from 
452 nm to 450 nm and DHF is shifted from 338 nm to 346 
nm. This information indicates that flavonoids were more 
binding (turn on) with Ct-(ds) DNA. Figures 6A and 6B 
shows the fluorescence spectra of flavonoids in the presence 
and absence of calf thymus DNA. 
The stronger enhancement in fluorescence intensity of 
Baicalein with DNA may be largely due to the increase of 
the molecular planarity of the complex and the decrease of 
the collisional frequency of the solvent molecules with the 
complex which is caused by the planar aromatic group of 
the complex stacks between adjacent base pairs of the DNA. 
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Figure 3. Circular dichroism spectra of Ct-(ds) DNA in the 
absence and presence of flavonoids. 
Flavonoids were binding to DNA leading to a marked 
increase in fluorescence emission intensity also agrees with 
observations for other intercalators.49,50  
In the presence of DNA, emission quenching of flavonoids 
may be caused by the fact that, flavonoids being a small 
hydrophobic molecule and can be absorbed by hydrophobic 
groups on the surface of DNA. 
Cyclic voltammetry 
In a cyclic voltammetry experiment, scanning the 
potential in both directions provides an opportunity to 
explore the electrochemical behaviour of species generated 
at the electrode.  
Electrochemical behavior of GCE was carefully 
investigated in Tris HCl buffer by cyclic voltammetry. The 
electrochemical response of flavonoids in DNA solution is a 
rich source of information about binding and reactivity.51 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 4. Emission spectrum of flavonoids in presence of 
increasing  amount of Ct(ds)DNA, (A) Baicalein and  (B) DHF. 
The cyclic voltammograms of flavonoids in the presence 
of different amounts of DNA were recorded in Tris HCl 
buffer solution pH 7.4 and are shown in Fig. 7A and 7B. 
The voltammograms of Baicalein and DHF showed a 
prominent oxidation peak at 0.15 and 0.25 V, respectively. 
These peaks were found to be shifted towards positive 
potential (from 0.12 to 0.26 V for Baicalein and from 0.03 
to 0.24 V for DHF) in the presence of DNA. Such an 
observation might be attributed to one of the two factors i.e. 
either the nonconducting DNA can block the electron 
transfer from the flavonoid or the DNA–flavonoid complex 
formed is electrochemically inactive. If the electron transfer 
was not blocked, then the current should increase but peak 
shift would be expected.52 The observed shift in the peak 
potential and increased peak current was attributed to the 
formation of the DNA-flavonoid complex through the 
intercalative mode of binding.53 Thus, the electrochemical 
studies supported the spectroscopic results indicating the 
intercalative mode of binding between the flavonoid and 
DNA. Typical cyclic voltammetric behaviours of flavonoids 
without and with Ct-(ds) DNA was studied in pH 7.4 Tris 
HCl  buffer  solution under  the  potential  range of (-1.2 to 
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1.2 V) for  Baicalein and  (-1.0 to 1.0 V) for DHF with the 
rate of 50 mV s−1 (Fig.5A, B) and oxidation and reduction 
peaks (redox reaction) appeared. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 5A. Cyclic voltammograms of interaction of Baicalein with 
various concentrations of Ct-(ds) DNA. 
As can be seen, on the bare GCE, flavonoids had a small 
stable and quasi-reversible redox response, however, on the 
GCE, much more obviously redox peaks of flavonoids were 
found at 0.15 and 0.25 V, which were ascribed to the good 
conductivity for flavonoids.54 Binding constant for Baicalein 
is 2.046×10-5 and 3.1063×10-5 for DHF. A further study 
showed that the peak currents of flavonoids were linear with 
the scan rates (v), in the scan rates range from 25– 250 mV 
s−1.55 In the presence of 0.016 mg mL-1 dsDNA, the peak 
current of the flavonoids decreased apparently and the peak 
potentials show almost no changes, indicating that 
flavonoids combined with DNA forming an electroactive 
complex. 
Molecular docking 
Molecular docking techniques are an attractive scaffold to 
understand the drug–DNA interactions in rational drug 
design, as well as in the mechanistic study by placing a 
small molecule into the binding site of the target specific 
region of the DNA mainly in a non-covalent fashion.  
Structure of drug is made flexible to attain different 
conformations in order to predict the best-fit orientation, and 
the best energy docked structure is analyzed.56 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 5B. Cyclic voltammograms of interaction of DHF with 
various concentrations of Ct-(ds) DNA. 
Molecular docking is an exemplary platform to interpret 
ligand DNA interactions leads to drug discovery and design. 
Here the ligands were individually docked with dodecamer 
duplex sequence of DNA d(CGCGAATTCGCG)2 (PDB ID: 
1BNA) so as to find out the binding site besides position of 
the ligand. From the docking results, Minimum binding 
energy conformer is elected for calculations.57  
The binding interactions of DHF and Baicalein with Ct-
(ds) DNA (1BNA) seems to had intercalation mode of 
binding with DNA. Both ligands interacted on the same site  
of  the  DNA molecule but Baicalein seems to have more 
interaction with the nucleotide than the other. Maximum of 
10 poses will be generated depending upon torsions in the 
ligands.58 
The above studies confirm that both Baicalein and the 7,8-
dihydroxyflavone interact with the double-stranded DNA by 
intercalation binding. Among these, the Baicalein has a 
better binding efficiency compared to 7,8-dihydroxyflavone.  
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Figure 6A. Docking of interaction between Baicalein to Ct-(ds) 
DNA 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 6B. Docking of interaction between 7, 8-DHF to Ct-(ds) 
DNA 
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Conclusion 
In conclusion, the binding interactions of flavonoids with 
calf thymus DNA have been studied using UV-VIS 
absorption, fluorescence, CD spectroscopy and 
electrochemical studies. The results indicated that the 
binding mode of flavonoids to DNA is an intercalation 
binding, which was supported by the results from 
electrochemical studies [Guowen Zhang et al.]. It was found 
that both hydrophobic interactions and hydrogen bonds play 
a major role in the binding of flavonoids to DNA. Their 
studies indicated that these flavonoids intercalated into the 
dsDNA helix, which accounts for the high binding constant. 
Their experimental results are similar to those of our present 
study, which might be attributed to the similar chemical 
structures of the flavonoids. Based on binding constants, it is 
apparent that Baicalein (2.046×10-5) can bind more strongly 
with than DHF (3.1063×10-5). These studies may provide 
useful information for further study of the pharmacological 
effect and insight into the redox reactions of these molecules 
in the living body. 
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REMOTE SENSING TECHNOLOGIES AS A TOOL FOR 
COTTON LEAFWORM, SPODOPTERA LITTORALIS (BOISD.): 
PREDICTION OF ANNUAL GENERATIONS  
Mona Yones,[a]* Hassan Dahi[b]  and Mohamed Aboelghar[a] 
Keywords: Sugar beet, Spodoptera littoralis, remote sensing, prediction of generation. 
The study was carried out at Menia Governorate during 2014/2015 sugar beet season under field conditions. The temperature is an 
important environmental factor that has an effect on the rate of development, survival and in any other biological and ecological aspects for 
the cotton leafworm, Spodoptera littoralis (Boisd.). Seasonal abundance of the insect population and prediction of field generation throw a 
light on the temperature influence on insect development in the field. The data obtained in this work showed that the cotton leafworm, S. 
littoralis had four generations on sugar beet during the period from September 1st to March 1st. The predicted peaks of generations could be 
detected when the accumulated thermal units reach 524.27 degree days (dd's). The predicted peaks for the four generations detected earlier 
or later +3 to -2 days than the observed peaks. The expected peaks and the corresponding expected generations for cotton leafworm could 
be helpful to design the IPM control program. 
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INTRODUCTION 
Sugar beet, Beta vulgaris L. is considered as one of the 
two main sugar crops in Egypt. Under Egyptian ecosystem, 
sugar beet is affected by numerous insect pests during its 
different growth stages.1 
The crop damage caused by the pest is well known. The 
major advantages of remote sensing are timely estimates of 
agriculture crop yield and prediction of pest infestation. In 
this study, an attempt has been made to investigate the 
utilization and potential application of microwave remote 
sensing for detection of annual generation of the pest within 
sugar beet field. 
Various techniques are being used to study ecological 
parameters and gathering data for agricultural benefits. 
Reduction in losses caused by pests by timely and effective 
control measures will considerably add to economic growth 
in the country. The incidence of pests and diseases and there 
intensities are dependent on certain predisposing weather 
conditions. The meteorological data are being used in some 
countries for forecasting the outbreaks of pests and 
diseases.2 The correlation between environmental factors 
and the rate of development of pests form the basis of such 
forecast.  
Early detection of pest infestation via remote sensing will 
(i) reduce cost of foot scouting, (ii) limit environmental 
hazards, and (iii) improve precision farming techniques by 
allowing local pest control before the problem spreads. 
Remote sensing technologies can provide quicker responses 
than customary manual scouting methods for determining 
the presence of pests.3,4 
During cotton-growing season, chemical control still one 
of the major tool to control bollworms but it is becoming 
increasingly important to design and develop an alternative 
program to assure man and/ or environment safety. 
Pest management system depends on predicting the 
seasonal population cycles of insects.  This has led to the 
formulation of many mathematical methods5,6 that described 
developmental rates as a function of temperature.7 Taman8 
reported pheromone traps as useful ecological tool for 
monitoring cotton insect pests and early prediction of their 
successive generations. 
Many studies have been carried out for forecasting and 
monitoring population systems on the basis of the seasonal 
fluctuations and annual generations of the pink bollworm 
according to the number of males attracted and captured by 
the pheromone baited traps and the heat units required 
completing each generation.9-16 
MATERIAL AND METHODS 
As the first process to observe the prediction possibility in 
relation to heat units accumulations, the temperature data 
was transformed into heat units and was used as a tool for 
studying insect population dynamics and predicting the 
appearance of cotton leafworm in the field during season 
2014-2015 at Menia Governorate. Each season extended 
from early March (after emergence from its diapause) to 
early December (before next diapause). 
As a previous work indicated that, there was no significant 
difference between degree days obtained from daily 
maximum and minimum air temperatures derived from 
satellite images and thermograph and daily maximum and 
minimum air temperature that derived from satellite images 
appeared to be the best way for predicting and calculation of 
the average of thermal units in degree-days (dd's) required 
for the completion of development of S. littoralis 
generations.17 So, the numerical weather results (daily 
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maximum and minimum air temperatures derived from 
satellite images) were obtained and recorded from the 
Mesoscale model which was processed at NARSS 
Modelling Simulation and Visualization Lab and corporate 
data from NOAA satellite images.18-20 Degree-days (dd's) 
were calculated from the daily maximum and minimum 
temperatures (C) with developmental threshold (t0), which 
has been estimated in the laboratory under constant 
conditions, 16 where the zero development (t0) was 9.89C 
with 524.27 dd's for generation development. The following 
formula6 was used for computing the degree-days (dd's) 
according to under fluctuation temperatures. 
 
           (1) 
 
where  
 H = number of heat units to emergence; 
 C= threshold temperature 
 HJ = [(max. + min.)/2]-C, if max.>C and min.>C. 
 HJ = (max.- C)2/(max.-min.), if max.>C and min<C. 
  HJ= 0 if max.< C and min.< C;  
 
 
The present study was conducted at the study was 
conducted at Abou Korkas, Menia Governorate, Egypt. The 
monitoring by pheromone trap was carried out using the 
reported sex pheromone traps (sticky trap).21 The traps were 
baited with the synthetic pheromone formulation in 
polyethylene vials. Every vial is containing one of the active 
ingredients of the specific pheromone for pink bollworm. 
The traps were fixed in the fields on a steel stands and 
placed above the cotton  plants canopy with a distance of 
about 20 cm high and were kept in the same level till the end 
of the season.22,23 
The card boards of the Delta traps were changed weekly 
and replaced by new ones. The pheromone vials were 
replaced by new ones for both traps every two weeks. The 
catch of the captured males of S. littoralis were collected, 
counted, recorded identified and removed out of the sticky 
board every 3 days. Daily mean number of male moth of 
pink bollworm per trap was accumulated for three days for 
the season (2014 and 2015) was represented graphically to 
determine the population peaks (the real peaks were 
considered in case of a significant correlation between the 
accumulated degree days and moth activity) in the 
successive generations in relation to the accumulated 
degree-days. 
RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 
As shown in Table 1 and Figure 1, the observed and 
expected peaks of generation occurred at 21st and 15th of 
May when the average of male moths/trap/3 days reached 
17.8 and 2.8 moths for 2014 and 2015, respectively.  
For the first generation, the observed peak occurred on 1st 
of October when the average male moths reached to 12.6 
male moths/trap/3days for 2014/2015 season. On the other 
hand, the expected peaks for the same generation were 
September 28th at 530.3 dd's with deviation intervals +3 
days earlier than the real peak. 
For the second generation, the real peak occurred on 
October 28th when the average male moths reach 12.3 
male/trap/3 nights for 2014/2015 season. The expected date 
of this generation was October 29th with an average 516.3 
dd's. The deviations between observed and expected peaks 
were -1 day later for this season.    
Table 1. Observed and expected S. littoralis generations by 
monitoring sex pheromone traps and accumulated degree-days 
(dd's) derived from satellite images at Menia during sugar beet 
season 2014 and 2015. 
Generation Generation 
dates 
Deviation 
(days) 
Accumula-
ted degree-
days (dd's) Obsd. Expd. 
1st 1/10 28/9 + 3 530.3 
2nd 28/10 29/10 - 1 516.3 
3rd 12/12 14/12 - 2 523.1 
4th 25/2 22/2 + 3 525.9 
Average  + 3 523.9 
Generation; Obsd. = Observed; Expd. = Expected 
Figure 1.  The annual generations of the cotton leafworm S. 
littoralis at Menia during 2014/2015 season. 
For the third generation, the observed and expected peaks 
of this generation occurred on December 12th and December 
14th  respectively, when the accumulated heat requirements 
completed 523.1 dd's during this seasons, respectively, 
When the average male moths reach 5.6 male/trap/3 nights. 
The deviation between observed and expected peaks was -2 
day later.    
For the fourth generation, the actual observed peak which 
represented the average number of captured male moths, 
appeared on February 25th where the average reached 5.1 
male/trap/3 nights. The expected date of this generation 
occurred on February 22th with deviation intervals +3 days 
earlier than the real peak when the accumulated degree days 
completed 525.9 dd's.   
Generally, it will be better for good prediction to have a 
positive periods between predicted and actual observed and 
to be as short as possible to obtain good accuracy of 
prediction according to dd's population patterns of S. 
littoralis particularly in hot spots of infestation where early 
 H HJ
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preparation of pest control materials are of great importance. 
This leads to good and perfect control and minimized the 
costs of control. Also, when both accumulated and 
calculated (dd's) above threshold of development for 
generation were confirmed, however, this technique could 
be considered as one of the most important factor of pest 
management program. 
These results agree with those obtained earlier24 on 
Pectinophora gossypiella8  where is mentioned that the 
maximum and minimum daily temperature were responsible 
for 23 % and 30 % of the S .littoralis population density. 
The expected peaks and the corresponding expected 
generations for pink bollworm could be helpful when IPM 
control tactics are considered. Finally, it could be concluded 
that the prediction of the cotton leafworm field activities is 
based on lower threshold of development (t0), thermal units 
(dd's) for complete generation, Tmax, Tmin. and catch moths. 
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The methodology is given for the evaluation of activation energy of diffusion and self-diffusion based on the application of spatial-energy 
parameter (Р-parameter). The corresponding calculations are made for 57 structures. The calculation results are in accordance with the 
experimental data. 
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Introduction  
Activation energy is one of the basic characteristics of 
diffusion processes. A lot of works are dedicated to 
theoretical calculations and experimental evaluations of this 
value.1-10 However the comparison of reference data reveals 
rather contradictory results on many systems. For instance, a 
significant discrepancy between theoretical and 
experimental data of activation energy was obtained even 
for such well-investigated process as silicon self-diffusion 
(3.2 eV and 4.76 eV, respectively).3-5 
It is customary to distinguish between several types of 
main diffusion mechanisms in crystals viz., diffusion by 
internodes, vacancy mechanism, replacement mechanism, 
etc. The diffusion activation energy equals the value of the 
potential barrier that has to be overcome by the atom to take 
a new balanced position in the neighboring node or 
internode.  
Theoretical calculations of activation energy are very 
difficult. Therefore different authors tried to correlate it with 
some other values that can be calculated or defined 
theoretically. Thus according to Frenkel11 during self-
diffusion process the activation energy should be close to 
the value of crystal evaporation heat. However, as a rule, 
lower values are experimentally observed. Braune5 tried to 
correlate the activation energy with melting temperature of 
crystals. However the correlation proposed by him is useful 
only for rough estimation of activation energy since the 
criterion for selecting the empirical constant of initial 
equation is missing.  
A well-known Arrhenius equation is widely used for 
energy estimation of diffusion processes. 
 
      𝛬 = 𝛬0𝑒𝑥𝑝 (−
𝐸a
𝑅𝑇
)    (1) 
 
where  
 =coefficient of diffusion, 
 0= pre-exponential factor,  
 Еа = activation energy of diffusion,  
 R = gas constant and  
 Т = thermodynamic temperature.       
The dependence of initial parameters upon the 
temperature and pressure, the presence of pre-exponential 
factor in the equation rather complicate the issue of rational 
objectivity of data being obtained, in particular, when 
comparing diffusion mechanisms near the surface and inside 
the crystal.  
In this research there is an attempt to numerically 
calculate the activation energy of diffusion based on initial 
spatial-energy characteristics of free atoms (methodology of 
P-parameter).                           
Spatial-energy parameter 
The comparison between multiple regularities of physical 
and chemical processes allows assuming that in many cases 
the principle of adding inverse values of volume energies or 
kinetic parameters of interacting structures is fulfilled.  
Some examples are ambipolar diffusion, total rate of 
topochemical reaction, change in the light velocity when 
moving from vacuum to the given medium, resulting 
constant of chemical reaction rate (initial product – 
intermediary activated complex – final product).   
Lagrangian equation for relative motion of isolated system 
of two interacting points with masses m1  and  m2  in 
coordinate х with acceleration α can look as follows: 
 
   
1
1
1
𝑚1𝑎∆𝑥
+
1
𝑚2𝑎∆𝑥
≈ −∆𝑈    (2) 
 
               
1
∆𝑈
≈
1
∆𝑈1
+
1
∆𝑈2
     (3) 
 
where  
 ∆U1 and ∆U2 are the potential energies of material 
 points on elementary portion of interactions and  
 ∆U is the  resulting (mutual) potential energy of these 
 interactions. 
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The atom system is formed of differently charged masses 
of nucleus and electrons. In this system the energy 
characteristics of sub-systems are orbital energy of electrons 
and effective energy of nucleus taking into consideration the 
screening effects. At the same time the bond energy of 
electrons or ionization energy of atom (Ei) can be used as 
orbital energy. Therefore, assuming that the resulting 
interaction energy in the system orbital-nucleus (responsible 
for inter-atom interactions) can be calculated following the 
principle of adding inverse values of some initial energy 
components, the introduction of P-parameter12 as an 
averaged energy characteristics of valence orbitals based on 
the following equations can be substantiated. 
 
    
1
𝑞2
𝑟i
+
1
𝐸i
=
1
𝑃E
    (4) 
 
    𝑃E =
𝑃0
𝑟i
     (5) 
 
    
1
𝑃0
=
1
𝑞2
+
1
(𝐸𝑟)i
    (6) 
 
              𝑞 =
𝑍∗
𝑛∗
     (7) 
 
where  
 Еi is the atom ionization energy,13  
 ri is the  orbital radius of i–orbital,14  
 and Z* and n* are effective charge of nucleus and 
 effective  main quantum number, respectively.15,16 
 
Р0 will be called a spatial-energy parameter and РE an 
effective Р-parameter. Effective PE parameter has a physical 
sense of some averaged energy of valence electrons in an 
atom and is measured in energy units, e.g. in electron-volts 
(eV).   
According to the calculations12 the values of РE 
parameters are numerically equal (in the range of  2 %) to 
the total energy of valence electrons (U) by atom statistic 
model. Using the known relation between the electron 
density () and intra-atomic potential by atom statistic 
model, it is possible to obtain the direct dependence of РE 
parameter on the electron density at the distance ri from 
nucleus by Eqn. (8). 
 
    β
i
2
3 =
𝐴𝑃0
𝑟i
= 𝐴𝑃E    (8) 
 
where A is a constant. 
The reliability of this equation was confirmed 
experimentally by determining the electron density using 
wave functions by Clementi and comparing it with the value 
of electron density calculated via the value of РE-parameter.  
Modifying the rules of adding inverse values of energy 
magnitudes of subsystems as applied to complex structures, 
the equation (Eqn. 9) for calculating РS-parameter of 
complex structure can be obtained 
   
1
𝑃s
= (
1
𝑁𝑃E
)
1
+ (
1
𝑁𝑃E
)
2
+ ⋯  (9) 
 
where N1 and N2 are a number of homogeneous atoms in the  
subsystem.  
The same electron density should be fixed during the 
formation of solution and other structural interactions in the 
spots of contact between atoms-components. This process is 
followed by the redistribution of electron density between 
valence zones of both particles and transition of part of 
electrons from one external sphere to adjoining ones. 
Apparently, the frame electrons of atoms do not participate 
in such an exchange.  
Obviously, the proximity of electron densities in free 
atoms-components results in the minimization of transition 
processes between boundary atoms of particles, thus 
favouring the formation of a new structure. Therefore, the 
task of estimating the degree of structural interactions in 
many cases means a comparative estimation of electron 
density of valence electrons in free atoms (on averaged 
orbitals) participating in the process.  
The less is the difference (P0/ri - P0/ri), the more 
energetically favourable is the formation of a new structure 
or solid solution.   
The estimation of mutual solubility for structural 
interactions of isomorphic type in many (over one thousand) 
simple and complex systems12 was carried out based on this 
technique.  Isomorphism as a phenomenon is considered as 
applied to crystalline structures. But, apparently, analogous 
processes can also proceed between molecular compounds 
where their role and value are none the less than in purely 
Coulomb interactions. It seems diffusion processes, 
replacement in particular, can also be estimated via the 
methodology of P-parameter.   
Calculation methodology 
It is established that during self-diffusion the activation 
energy often equals the total of enthalpies of formation and 
transition of vacancies. Obviously, in any actual situation 
different diffusion mechanisms can act simultaneously, but 
the activation energy must always be defined by inter-atom 
interactions in structures.  
Thus, the task of estimating the activation energy is to 
define the actual energy of paired inter-atom interaction of 
diffusion atom and atoms of diffusion medium, for each 
specific type of interactions.   
Earlier the diffusion coefficients of some refractory oxides 
were calculated using initial spatial-energy notions17 via 
total P-parameter of interacting diffusion atoms and 
diffusion medium.  
Let us now demonstrate that with the help of P-parameter 
it is possible to rather reliably and easily estimate the 
activation energy during the transfer of atoms in solids.  
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For this we use the tabulated values of Р0-parameters 
calculated via the ionization energy (Table 1) based on the 
Eqns. 4-7. In diffusion processes, with the prevalence of 
ionic structures, it is preferable to use the energy of atom 
ionization (Еi) as the orbital energy.  
Now, with the help of P-parameter, we cab determine the 
averaged effective energy of paired inter-atom interaction in 
the system М'-М''. Having summed up Р0 by valence 
electrons and divided the value of Р0/2ri by a number of 
effective valence electrons (n), we obtain some effective 
energy of atom falling at one valence electron (Eqn. 10). 
 
 
    𝑄 =
𝑃0
2𝑟i𝑛
     (10) 
 
Applying the previously stated principle of adding inverse 
values of РE-parameters (Eqn. 9), we obtain the resulting 
value of effective energy of paired interaction of atoms 1 
and 2 during diffusion and self-diffusion. 
 
       
1
𝐸a
=
1
𝑄1
+
1
𝑄2
    (11a) 
or 
   
1
𝐸a
= 2 [(
𝑟i𝑛
𝑃0
)
1
+ (
𝑟i𝑛
𝑃0
)
2
]  (11b) 
 
where Еа = activation energy.  
If during self-diffusion n1 = n2 and Q1 = Q2 = Q, then   
 
   𝐸𝑎 =
𝑄
2
=
𝑃0
4𝑟𝑖𝑛
     (12) 
Table 1. Р0-parameters of valence orbitals of neutral atoms in basic 
state (calculated via the ionization energy of atoms). 
Atom Valence 
orbitals  
Ei (eV) ri (Å) q2i 
(eVÅ) 
P0 
(eVÅ) 
P0 
(eVÅ) 
Н 1s1 13.595 0.5295 14.394 4.7985 4.7985 
Li 2s1 5.390 1.586 5.890 3.487 3.487 
Be 
2s1 
2s1 
9.323 
18.211 
1.040 
1.040 
13.159 
13.158 
5.583 
7.764 
13.347 
С 
2pl 
2p1 
2s1 
2s1 
11.260 
24.383 
47.86 
64.48 
0.596 
0.596 
0.620 
0.620 
35.395 
35.395 
37.243 
37.243 
5.641 
10.302 
16.515 
I9.281 
51.739 
O 
2p1 
2p1 
13.618 
35.118 
0.414 
0.414 
71.380 
71.380 
5.225 
12.079 
17.304 
Na 3s1 5.138 1.713 10.058 4.694 4.694 
Mg 
3s1 
3s1 
7.469 
15.035 
1.279 
1.279 
17.501 
I7.50I 
6.274 
9.I62 
15.436 
Al 
3p1 
3s1 
3s1 
5.986 
18.829 
28.44 
1.312 
1.044 
1.044 
26.443 
27.119 
27.119 
6.055 
11.396 
14.173 
31.624 
Si 
3p1 
3p1 
3s1 
3s1 
8.152 
16.342 
33.46 
45.13 
1.068 
1.068 
0.904 
0.904 
29.377 
29.377 
38.462 
38.462 
6.716 
10.948 
16.932 
19.799 
54.394 
P(III) 
3p1 
3p1 
3p1 
10.487 
19.73 
30.16 
0.919 
0.916 
0.9I6 
38.199 
38.199 
38.199 
7.696 
12.268 
16.038 
35.996 
S(II) 
3p1 
3p1 
10.360 
23.35 
0.808 
0.808 
48.108 
48.108 
7.130 
13.552 
20.682 
K 4s1 4.339 2.162 10.993 5.062 5.062 
Са 
4s1 
4s1 
6.113 
11.871 
1.690 
1.690 
17.406 
17.406 
6.483 
9.320 
15.803 
Ti(II) 
4s1 
4s1 
6.82 
I3.58 
1.477 
1.477 
20.879 
20.879 
6.795 
10.231 
17.026 
Ti(III) Зd1 28.14 0.489 106.04 12.184 29.210 
Ti(IV) 3d1 43.24 0.489 106.04 17.629 46.839 
V(II) 
4s1 
4s1 
6.74 
14.21 
1.401 
1.401 
22.328 
22.328 
6.6362 
10.525 
17.162 
V(III) 3d1 29.699 0.449 129.09 12.097 29.249 
V(V) 
3d1 
3d1 
48.0 
65.2 
0.449 
0.449 
129.09 
129.09 
18.468 
23.863 
71.579 
Сr(III) 
4sI3d5 
4s1 
3d1 
3d1 
6.765 
16.498 
31.00 
1.453 
0.427 
0.426 
23.712 
152.29 
52.29 
6.949 
6.734 
12.152 
25.835 
Cr(III) 
4s23d4 
4s1 
4s1 
3d1 
6.765 
16.498 
31.00 
1.453 
1.453 
0.426 
23.712 
23.712 
152.29 
6.949 
11.920 
12.152 
31.048 
Mn(II) 
4s1 
4s1 
7.435 
154640 
1.278 
1.278 
25.118 
25.118 
6.895 
11.130 
18.025 
Mn(III) 3d1 33.69 0.3885 177.33 12.200 30.225 
Fe(II) 
4s1 
4s1 
7.893 
16.183 
1.227 
1.227 
26.57 
26.57 
7.098 
11.364 
18.462 
Fe(III) 3d1 30.64 0.365 199.95 10.564 29.026 
Fe(II) 
4s1 
3d1 
7.893 
16.183 
1.227 
0.365 
26.57 
199.95 
7.098 
5.7372 
 
12.835 
Fe(III) 3d1 30.64 0.365 199.95 10.564 23.399 
Co(II) 
4s1 
4s1 
7.866 
17.057 
1.181 
1.181 
27.983 
27.983 
6.973 
11.7I4 
18.687 
Co(III) 3d1 33.49 0.343 224.85 10.929 29.615 
Ni(II) 
4s1 
4s1 
7.635 
18.153 
1.139 
1.139 
29.348 
29.348 
6.708 
12.I30 
18.838 
Cu(I) 
4s13d10 
4s1 7.726 1.191 30.717 7.081 7.081 
Cu(II) 
4s13d10 
Зd1 20.922 0.312 278.78 6.191 13.272 
Zn 
4s1 
4s1 
9.394 
17.964 
1.065 
1.065 
32.02 
32.02 
7.623 
11.976 
19.599 
Zn 
4s1 
Зd1 
9.394 
17.964 
1.065 
0.293 
32.02 
308.13 
7.623 
5.175 
12.798 
Se(II) 
4p1 
4p1 
9.752 
21.19 
0.918 
0.918 
61.803 
61.803 
7.819 
14.795 
22.614 
Zr(II) 
5p1 
5p1 
6.835 
12.92 
1.593 
1.593 
23.926 
23.926 
7.483 
11.064 
18.547 
Zr(IV) 
4d1 
4d1 
24.8 
33.97 
0.790 
0.790 
153.76 
153.76 
17.378 
22.848 
58.773 
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Nb(III) 
5s14d4 
5s1 
4d1 
4d1 
6.882 
14.320 
28.1 
1.589 
0.747 
0.747 
20.191 
113.64 
113.64 
7.093 
9.776 
17.718 
34.587 
Mo(II) 
5s14d5 
5s1 
4d1 
7.10 
16.155 
1.520 
0.702 
21.472 
110.79 
7.182 
10.293 
17.475 
W′(II) 
6s1 
5d1 
7.98 
17.70 
13.60 
0.746 
38.838 
161.43 
8.483 
12.206 
 
20.689 
W″(II) 
6s1 
6s1 
7.98 
17.70 
1.360 
1.360 
38.838 
38.838 
8.483 
14.861 
23.344 
Ag(I) 
5s14d10 
5s1 7.576 1.286 26.283 7.108 7.108 
Sn(II) 
5p1 
5p1 
7.332 
14.6 
1.240 
1.240 
47.714 
47.714 
7.637 
13.124 
20.761 
       
 
The results of calculations based on Eqn. 11 and 12 are 
given in table 2. An example of calculations for self-
diffusion of carbon atom (as shown in table 2) is given 
below. 
 
   
1
𝐸a
= 2 × (
0.596×2
51.739
+
0.596×4
51.739
) = 7.23𝑒𝑉  (13) 
The activation energy of diffusion of various elements in 
germanium has been calculated (Table 3). Here for 
hydrogen atom the ion radius equal to 1.36Å has been used.  
As an example the calculation of activation energy of 
diffusion of aluminium  in germanium is shown. 1/Еа = 1/Q1 
+ 1/Q2;  1/Q = (2  1.312 3)/31.24 + (2  1.90  
4)/61.76,  Еа = 2.55 eV, Еа (exp) = 2.70 eV. 
Table 2. Calculation of activation energy of volume self-diffusion. 
Atom Orbitals Р0(eVÅ) ri (Å) n1-n2 Еа (eV) (calcd.)  Еа (eV) (Exp.) 
Li 2s1 3.487 1.586 1 – 1 0.55 0.57 
Be 2s2 13.347 1.04 2 – 2 1.60 1.70 – 1.63 
C1 
C2 
2p2+2s2
 
2p2+2s2 
51.739 
51.739 
0.596 
0.596 
4 
2 
7.23 
 
7.07 
 
Mg 3s2 15.436 1.279 2-2 1.51 1.40 
Al1 
Al2 
3p1+3s2
 
3p1 
31.624 
6.055 
1.312 
1.312 
3 
1 
1.47 
 
1.47 
 
Na 3s1 4.694 1.713 1 – 2 0.457 0.45 
Si1 
Si2 
3p2+3s2
 
3p2+3s2 
54.394 
54.394 
1.068 
1.066 
4 
2 
4.24 
 
4.76 
 
P 3p1 7.696 0.919 5 – 5 0.419 0.408 
К 4s1 5.062 2.162 1 – 2 0.390 0.406 
Cl 3p1 8.125 0.728 7 – 7 0.399 – 
Ca 4s2 15.803 1.690 1 – 2 1.56 1.67 
S1 
S2 
3P2 
3P2 
20.682 
20.682 
0.808 
0.808 
4 
2 
2.13 
 
2.03 
(monocrystal) 
Zn 4s1 7.623 1.065 2 – 2 0.896 0.885 
Zn 4sI+3d1 12.798 1.065 2 – 2 1.50 1.34 
Cd 5s1 8.349 1.184 2 – 2 0.881 0.83 
Ge 4p2+4sS2 61.175 1.090 4 – 4 3.508 3.15 
Ge1 
Ge2 
4p2+4sS2
 
4p2 
61.175 
19.361 
1.09 
1.09 
4 
2 
3.37 
 
3.15 
Se1 
Se2 
4p2
 
4p2 
22.614 
22.614 
0.918 
0.918 
6 
2 
 
1.54 
1.2 – 1.4 
 
-Zr 5s2+4d2 
5s1+4d1 
58.773 
17.055 
1.593 
1.593 
4 – 4 
2 – 2 
2.30 
1.338 
2.25 
1.17  
-Zr 5s2+4d2 
5s1+4d1 
58.773 
17.055 
1.593 
1.593 
4 
2 
1.69 1.65 
-Ti 4s2 17.026 1.435 2 – 2 1.48 1.52 
V1 
V2 
4s2+3d3
 
4s2+3d3 
71.579 
71.579 
1.401 
1.401 
5 
1 
4.26 
4.26 
4.08 
 
Jn 5p1 
5p1 
6.999 
6.999 
1.382 
1.382 
3 
1 
0.606 
 
0.810 
 
Sn 5p2 20.761 1.240 4 – 4 1.05 1.01 
Sb 5p3 41.870 1.193 5 – 5 1.76 1.55 – 2.08 
Те 5p4 50.542 1.111 6 – 6 1.896 1.75 – 2.03 
Hf 6s2 19.828 1.476 2 – 2 1.68 1.68; 1.804 
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Table 3. Calculation of activation energy of volume self-diffusion in germanium. Initial data for germanium: Orbital 4p1: Р0 = 7.128, n=1, 
ri = 1.090 Å. Orbital 4p2  Р0 = 19.361 eVÅ, ri = 1.090 Å, n=2. Orbitals 4p2 + 4s2:  Р0 =61.17 eVÅ, n= 4, rmax 1.090 Å. 
Diffusing element Germanium Еа (eV) 
Calculated 
Еа (eV) 
Experimental  Atom Orbitals  P0(eVÅ) ri(Å) n Orbitals P0(eVÅ) n 
Li 2s1 3.487 1.586 1 4p1 7.128 1 0.469 0.46 
Zn 4s2
 
41+3d1 
19.599 
12.798 
1.065 
1.065 
2 
2 
4p2+4s2  
4S pPp2+4s2 
61.176 
61.176 
4 
4 
2.78 
2.104 
2.80 
2.16 Al 3p1+3s2 31 624 312 3 p2+4s  55 70
In 3p1+5s2 40.749 1.328 3 4p2+4s2 61.176 4 2.96 3.2 
Sn 5p2 20.761 1.240 2 4p2 19.361 2 2.15 1.90 
Pb 6p2+6s2 71.221 1.215 4 4p2+4s2 61.176 4 3.58 3.60 
Н 1s1 4.794 RИ=1.36 2 4p1 7.128 4 0.44 0.38 
As 4p3 39.448 1.001 5 4p2+4s2 61.176 4 2.52 2.51 
В 2pI+2s2 26.753 0.776 1 4p2+4s2 61.176 4 5.09 4.54 
La 4pI+4s2 37.678 1.254 3 4p2+4s2 61.176 4 2.95 2.5-3.14 
P 3p3 35.996 0.919 5 4p2+4s2 61.176 4 2.51 2.49 
Sb 5p3 41.870 1.193 5 4p2+4s2 61.176 4 2.34 2.42 
Be 2s2 13.347 1.040 2 4p2+4s2 61.176 4 2.20 2.50 
N 2p3 33.664 1.578 3 4p2+4s2 61.176 4 2.36 2.58 
Bi 6p3 48.483 1.295 5 4p2+4s2 61.176 4 2.44 2.42 
 
Table 4. Estimation of activation energy of diffusion and self-diffusion in metal systems 
Solvent Diffusing element Еа (eVB) 
Atoms P0, eVÅ Ri, 
Å 
n P0/Rin Atoms P0, eVÅ Ri, Å n P0/Rin Calcd.(eq.11,
12) 
Expt. 
-Fe 
(4s23d1) 
29.026 0.67 3 14.441 -Fe 
(4s2) 
18.462 0.80 2 11.539 3.207 2.8–3.2 
self-diffusion 
-Fe 
(4s23d1) 
29.026 0.67 3 14.441 Cr 
(4s13d2) 
25.835 0.64 3 13.456 3.483 3.468 
-Fe 
(4s23d1) 
29.026 0.67 3 14.441 C 
(2p3) 
32.458 2.60 3 4.1613 1.615 1.586 
-Fe 
(4s23d1) 
29.026 0.67 3 14.441 Mn 
(4s2) 
18.025 0.91 2 9.9038 2.937 2.710.04 
2.861 
-Fe 
(4s2) 
18.462 0.80 2 11.539 Mn 
(4s2) 
18.025 0.91 2 9.9038 2.665 2.419 
-Fe 
(4s2) 
18.462 0.80 2 11.539 Ni 
(4s2) 
18.838 0.74 2 12.728 3.026 2.905 
-Fe 
(4s2) 
18.462 0.80 2 11.539 Mo 
(5s14d1) 
17.475 0.915 2 9.5492 2.613 2.557 
-Fe 
(4s2) 
18.462 0.80 2 11.539 W 
(6s15d1) 
20.689 0.98 2 10.821 2.792 2.709 
-Fe 
(4s23d1) 
29.026 0.80 3 14.441 Cu(I) 
(4s1) 
7.081 0.98 1 7.2255 2.408 2.309 
2.558 
-Fe 
(4s23d1) 
29.026 0.80 3 14.441 Cu(II) 
(4s13d1) 
13.272 0.80 2 8.295 2.634 2.644 
α-Fe 
(4s13d2) 
23.399 0.67 3 11.641 α-Fe 
(4s13d1) 
12.835 0.80 2 8.022 2.375 2.493– 
2.658 
 self-diffusion 
α-Fe 
(4s13d2) 
23.399 0.67 3 11.641 Cr 
(4s13d2) 
25.835 0.64 3 13.456 3.121 2.904 
3.022 
α-Fe 
(4s13d1) 
12.835 0.80 2 8.0219 C 
(2p1) 
5.641 2.60 1 2.1696 0.854 0.867 
0.833 
α-Ti 
(4s2) 
17.026 0.78 4 5.4571 α-Ti 
 (4s13d1) 
13.044 0.78 4 4.1808 1.184 1.270 
 self-diffusion 
-Ti 
(4s2) 
17.026 0.78 4 5.4571 -Ti 
(4s2) 
17.026 0.78 4 5.4571 1.304 1.303 
 self-diffusion 
α-Zr 
(5s14d1) 
17.055 0.92
5 
2 9.2027 α-Zr 
(5s14d1) 
17.055 0.925 2 9.2027 2.305 2.25 
 self-diffusion 
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-Zr 
 (5s2) 
18.547 0.92
5 
4 5.0127 -Zr 
(5s2) 
18.547 0.925 4 5.0127 1.253 1.305 
 self-diffusion 
-Zr 
(5s2) 
18.547 0.92
5 
4 5.0127 -Zr 
(5s14d1) 
17.055 0.925 2 9.2027 1.623 1.65 
 self-diffusion 
Ca 
(4s2) 
15.803 1.04 2 7.5976 C 
(2p2) 
15.943 2.60 2 3.066 1.092 1.010 
Ca 
(4s2) 
15.803 1.04 2 7.5976 Fe 
(4s2) 
18.462 0.80 2х2 4.011 1.31 1.29 
 
Table 5. Calculation of activation energy of diffusion of oxygen atoms  
Oxygen Diffusion medium 
Eа (eV) 
Calcd. eq. (8.9) 
Eа (eV) 
Exp. 
Q1(eV) Atoms Orbitals P0(eV) ri (Å) n P0/2r=Q2 (eV) 
3.1809 Si 3p23s2 54.394 1.068 2 12.733 2.545 2.494 
3.1809 α-Ti 4s2 17.026 1.477 2 2.8819 1.512 1.453 
3.1809 V 4s13d1 12.716 1.401 2 2.269 1.324 1.258 
3.1809 
Fe (at 
Т≈1900К) 
4s2 18.462 1.227 6 1.2539 0.899 0.846 
3.1809 Cu (II) 4s2 20.841 1.191 2 4.4877 1.861 1.857 
3.1809 Ge 4p2 19.361 1.090 4 2.2203 1.308 1.343 
3.1809 α-Zr 5s14d1 17.055 1.593 2 2.677 1.454 1.293 
3.1809 Nb 5s1 7.093 1.589 1 2.2319 1.312 1.249 
1.9210 Nb 5s1 7.093 1.589 1 2.2319 1.032 1.080 
1.9210 Ta 6s2 22.565 1.413 2 3.992 1.297 1.258 
1.9210 
W (at Т≈1973 
К) 
6s2 23.344 1.360 4 2.1455 1.014 1.041 
 
Analogous calculations for oxygen diffusion are shown in 
Table 5. In this Table for oxygen:  
 
𝑄1 =
17.304
21.361
= 3.1809 𝑒𝑉   (orbital 2p2)  (14) 
 
𝑄1 =
5.215
21.362
= 1.9210 𝑒𝑉    (orbital 2р1)  (15) 
In all cases either the number of valence electrons of one 
sublevel or number of all valence electrons of the given 
main number of atom was used as the number n.   
For hydrogen atom n=2, this corresponds to the realization 
number of all its possible bonds. For elements of groups 1 
and 2n equals the group number, for groups 3a during self-
diffusion n1=3, n2=1. For groups 4-а n1=4, n2=2. For Na and 
K n1=1 and n2=2, this reflects the possibility of generalizing 
valence electrons in inter-structural interactions.  
The comparison of calculation and experimental values,1-
10,18 of activation energy of diffusion (Table 2-5) shows that 
these values are in satisfactory accordance (in the limits of 
experiment accuracy). Temperature factor, that can also 
have values in diffusion processes, was indirectly 
considered in this approach via selecting the most valence-
active orbitals of the atom.  Thus, for instance, for trivalent 
iron 4s23d1 can usually be valence-active orbitals at lower 
temperatures, and 4s13d2 at higher temperatures of the 
process.  
Conclusion 
Since the resulting value of P-parameter of a complex 
structure is quite easily calculated, this method can be 
applied for predicting the activation energy of diffusion and 
self-diffusion processes not only in simple but also in 
complex systems, in bio-systems as well. 
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KEROSENE-LIKE FUEL PRODUCTION FROM COCONUT OIL 
AND CASHEW NUT OIL: EFFECTS OF FATTY ACID DEGREE 
OF SATURATION AND CHAIN LENGTH 
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This research tested the hypothesis of whether fatty acid saturation and chain length of feedstock oil has any effect on the physico-
chemical properties of synthesized kerosene-like fuel. Biodiesel was obtained from the feedstocks via transesterification and were 
subjected to distillation under vacuum between 50 to 100 oC to obtain kerosene-like fuel as the final product. The heat value, flash points, 
kinematic viscosity and specific gravity values were obtained and found to be within the stipulated range of fossil kerosene. The products 
were analysed using infrared spectrometer to confirm the presence of the functional groups in the kerosene-like fuel produced. 
Furthermore, Analysis by the elemental analyser showed that the kerosene-like fuel obtained from coconut oil has a significantly higher 
heat content value (9211.9 Kcal.Kg-1) than that from cashew-nut oil (5699.4 Kcal.Kg-1). This distinction in heat value can be ascribed to 
the nature of fatty acid in the oils as coconut oil is significantly more saturated and has shorter fatty acid hydrocarbon chain length than 
cashew-nut oil. 
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Introduction 
For many years, crude oil has been the major source of 
energy worldwide. The call for a sustainable alternative can 
be ascribed to many factors. Amongst these factors are that 
it is non-renewable, the ever increasing demand and the 
environmental impacts. In developing countries especially in 
sub-Sahara Africa, kerosene is in high demand for domestic 
cooking but scarcity and rising costs have not helped the 
situation. Kerosene and jet fuel price fluctuations due to 
social and political instability in the countries where the oil 
reserves are located have prompted many countries to find 
alternatives1 and it is envisaged that the use of renewable 
and efficient fuel will be the solution to these problems. In 
terms of environmental impact, aircrafts emissions on-
ground and in-flight have raised some concerns. Emissions 
of pollutants such as carbon dioxide, carbon monoxide, 
hydrocarbons, sulfur oxides, sulfates, and airborne particles 
have well been documented.  
Various approaches have been conducted by many authors 
to produce biofuel e.g., Fischer-Tropsch (FT).2-4 and other 
methods.5-7 Hydrotreatment and isomerization of vegetable 
oil is another option. In this process, oxygen atoms were 
removed and C=C bonds are saturated by hydrogen.4 The 
synthesis and use of fatty acid methyl esters (FAME) as 
kerosene-like fuel is another option.8-11 In general, kerosene-
like fuel which constitutes the lower molecular weight 
fraction of FAME can be obtained from FAME by 
distillation under vacuum. Production of biodiesel from 
different sources via transesterification have been reported; 
sources such as chicken fat,12 castor seed oil,13 dairy waste 
scum,14 and vegetable oil,15,16 have been used successfully to 
produce biodiesel. Vegetable oils are viable sources of 
renewable fuel,17-25 the biofuel produced is cleaner with less 
greenhouse gases emission.24  
Vegetable oils are transesterified with methanol to 
produce biofuel, and then subjected to fractional distillation 
under vacuum. It possesses high level of lubricity and 
detergency which make it possible to improve on the 
performance of fossil kerosene and contribute to the 
cleaning of the turbine. Although, American Society for 
Testing and Materials (ASTM) has not approved FAME as a 
jet-fuel blend, it specifies 5 mg kg-1 as the maximum 
allowable level in jet fuel as the functional definition of “nil 
addition”.27 However, other alternatives have a common 
drawback. Unlike FAME, they do not have any oxygen in 
their molecular structures. The presence of oxygen in a fuel 
has two main advantages; there is a reduction of carbon 
content in the fuel, thus, soot formation (emission) of the 
fuel is significantly reduced,28,29 and secondly, aircraft’s 
engine particulate matter emissions fall by almost 40 % 
when jet fuel was blended with oxygenated fuels.30 
A lot more effort in research is still needed in this field. 
Knowledge of the chemical composition of oil and 
especially the fatty acid composition in the triglyceride in oil 
will be a good guide in selecting feedstock for FAME 
production. Some of the key things to take into 
consideration are the number of chain length and level of 
saturation of fatty acid in oil; these factors can play key 
roles in the properties of the formed FAME such as heating 
value. In this work, kerosene-like fuel was obtained through 
distillation under vacuum, at a temperature between 50 to 
100 C. Biodiesel was produced via base catalyzed 
transesterification of coconut and cashew nut oils. The 
effects of degree of saturation and chain length of fatty acid 
were studied and also the quality of the synthesized biofuel 
was verified using several tests and techniques such as 
heating value, flash point, kinematic viscosity, IR 
spectroscopy and GC-MS. 
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Experimental 
Chemicals and materials 
High quality analytical grade reagents were used 
throughout the process and were not purified further. Three-
neck round bottom flask (500 mL), condenser, and 
thermometer were of Fisher Brand. Potassium hydroxide 
and methanol were obtained from Breckland scientific 
supplies.   
Synthesis of biodiesel from feedstock by transesterification 
A 200 mL of Coconut oil or Cashew-nut oil were 
transferred into a 3-neck round bottom flask, a magnetic 
stirrer was placed into the flasks and the unit pre-heated to a 
temperature of 65 ˚C. To obtain potassium methoxide 
solution, 1.73 g of potassium hydroxide and 30 mL of 
methanol were mixed together in a flask. Furthermore, the 
solution was stirred to have a clear soluble solution and then 
added to the preheated oil. Reflux condenser was used to 
recycle the methanol to avoid evaporation of any excess 
methanol above 65 ˚C. The reaction was carried out for 60 
min with constant stirring and the temperature was 
maintained at 75 ˚C throughout the process. After 60 min, 
the oil was transferred into a separating funnel and left over 
night for the separation of glycerol (lower layer) from 
biodiesel (upper layer). 
Biodiesel was then purified by addition (with swirling) of 
20 mL of warm distilled water in order to remove soap, 
unreacted methanol and potassium hydroxide in the 
biodiesel and then the mixture was allowed to stand to 
separate into two distinct layer. The washing process was 
repeated four times with different portions of 20 mL of 
water. Finally, the biofuel (biodiesel) was drained into a 
clean beaker and heated on a hot plate to remove moisture in 
the biofuel.  
Production of kerosene-like fuel from bio-diesel  
A 100 mL of coconut or cashew-nut biodiesel was poured 
respectively into a round bottom flask fitted to a Fisher 
vacuum distillation apparatus. The distillates were collected 
under vacuum from 50 to 100 ⁰C. The yield of kerosene-like 
fuel obtained from the biodiesel produced was 74.0 % 
(coconut oil) and 66.0 % (cashew nut oil) respectively.  
Kerosene-like fuel analysis 
Kinematic viscosities of the kerosene-like fuels were 
obtained by the use of 3C viscometer. 15 mL of each sample 
of the kerosene-like fuel was used to obtain the viscosities at 
40 °C. 
The energy content was obtained by the use of Flash 2000 
series CHNSO elemental Analyzer. The flash analyzer was 
used to obtain gross heat value and the net heat value of the 
coconut and cashew-nut kerosene-like fuel produced by 
injecting the sample directly into the instrument by the use 
of an auto-sampler equipped with the instrument.  
Kerosene-like fuel analysis 
Nicolet IR 100 FT-IR machine was used for the purpose 
of providing insights regarding the functional groups of the 
products by using two drops of the kerosene-like fuel on a 
KBr salt plate to obtain the functional groups present. Tag 
closed cup flash point tester was used to analyzed coconut 
and cashew-nut kerosene-like fuel. 
GC-MS was used to determine the chemical composition 
of the kerosene-like fuel produced from coconut and cashew 
nut oil. Agilent gas chromatography 7890A coupled with 
inert mass spectrometry detector 5975 C (MSD) was utilized. 
The injection technique was split-less mode coupled with an 
auto-sampler type, and injection volume of 1.0 μL. 
Furthermore, other conditions of the measurement include 
an oven temperature of 70 oC (hold for 1 min) with a 
programming rate 10 oC min-1 to 280 oC, at 3 mins hold. For 
the MS detector, scanning range was full range scan of 50-
550 amu at normal speed. An NBS75K.L mass spectral 
library was used to identify the components present in the 
samples. The chemical compositions of the kerosene-like 
fuel were detected as the displayed peaks of the 
chromatogram and the results from data base. The molecular 
weights of the components were calculated from the result 
of the composition from the mass spectra.  
Results and Discussion 
Fatty acid composition in oil  
Table 1 shows the percentage fatty acid composition in 
coconut and cashew-nut oil.32-35 There is a significant 
difference in their relative chain length and degree of 
saturation. By comparing their relative chain length, they 
both have C18 as the longest chain length but percentage of 
C18 in coconut oil is approximately 9.06 % while that of 
cashew-nut is approximately 64.18 % For degree of 
saturation, cashew nut oil is significantly less saturated than 
coconut oil. Palmitoleic, oleic, linoleic and linolenic acid 
that contain unsaturated C-C bonds make up about 63.28% 
of cashew-nut oil fatty acid while oleic and linoleic acids 
containing unsaturated C-C bonds make up about 7.12% of 
coconut oil fatty acid. These key differences can be linked to 
the key properties of biofuel produced. For fossil fuels, the 
shorter and the more saturated the hydrocarbon chain, the 
higher the heat content tends to be. 
Table 1. Coconut and cashew-nut oil fatty acid composition. 
Oil Composition 
Coconut 8:0  caprylic 6.21%, 10:0 capric 6.15%, 12:0 
lauric 51.02%, 14:0 myristic 18.94%, 16:0 
palmitic 8.62%, 18:0 stearic 1.94%, 18:1 oleic 
5.84%, 18:2 linoleic 1.28% 
Cashew 10:0 capric 1.37%, 12:0 lauric 1.83%, 14:0 
myristic 0.59%, 16:0 palmitic 28.87%, 18:0 
stearic 4.06%, 16:1 palmitoleic 3.16%, 18:1 
oleic 34.48%, 18:2 linoleic 4.67%, 18:3 
linolenic 20.97% 
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Properties of Kerosene and Kerosene-like fuels 
Heating value 
The heating value content for fuel is very important as the 
capacity to generate heat as a fuel is of utmost importance. 
The heat values generated by kerosene-like fuel from 
cashew-nut oil and coconut oil respectively under the same 
set of conditions are presented in Table 2. The heating value 
for kerosene-like fuel from coconut oil (9211.9 kcal kg-1) 
and is significantly higher than that from cashew-nut oil 
(5699.4 kcal kg-1), and not far from that of kerosene 
(10695.3 kcal kg-1). The standard higher calorific value for 
kerosene is 46200 kJ kg (11034.41 kcal kg-1).31 The former 
observation corroborates the information in Table 1 for 
fossil fuels, the shorter and more saturated the hydrocarbon 
chain, the higher the heat content tends to be. 
Table 2. Properties of kerosene and kerosene like fuel. 
Sample Yield 
(%) 
SP FP @ 
28 C 
HV 
(kcal 
kg-1) 
KV   
(mm2 s-1) 
@40 C 
kerosene - 0.86 46 10695.3 2.99 
coconut 
oil fuel 
 
74 0.87 40 9211.9 3.88 
cashew-
nut fuel 
 
66 0.82 38 5699.4 4.16 
SP = specific gravity; FP = Flash point; HV = Heat value; KV = 
Kinematic viscosity. 
Coconut and cashew-nut kerosene-like fuel were blended 
with fossil kerosene in the proportion 20% (B20) by volume 
of kerosene. As illustrated in figure 1, The heating value of 
the blended fuel were found to increase as a result of the 
blending with fossil kerosene, which signifies that blending 
of the kerosene-like fuel improves the quality of the 
kerosene-like fuel and surprisingly better than the fossil 
kerosene from the chart below.  
Properties of kerosene and kerosene-like fuel 
Kinematic viscosity 
Viscosity values indicate the degree of resistance of fluid 
to flow. As shown in table 2, the kinematic viscosity values 
at 40 o C obtained for kerosene-like fuel from coconut and 
cashew-nut oil samples are 3.88 and 4.16 mm2 s-1 
respectively. In comparison to kerosene (2.99 mm2 s-1), both 
biofuel products have higher values. However, both coconut 
and cashew-nut kerosene-like products met ASTM D1655 
specification (<8 mm2 s-1) for Jet-fuel 
Flash point analysis 
Flash point values for fuels are very important because of 
the safety issue associated with it.  The value obtained were 
40 and 38 oC of coconut and cashew-nut kerosene-like fuel 
respectively. That of kerosene was also measured under the 
same condition as the kerosene-like fuels was obtained. 
These values indicate that these kerosene-like fuel products 
obtained meet the flash point safety condition. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 1. Heating value of (a) kerosene-like fuel and kerosene and 
(b) blend of kerosene like fuel and kerosene. 
IR Spectroscopy 
The IR spectra of kerosene-like fuel products obtained 
from both cashew and coconut oil showed typical strong C-
H stretch and C-H bend as expected respectively at around 
2900 and 1400 cm-1. The C=O (from alkyl ester) stretch at 
around 1750 cm-1. The C=C stretch (1650 - 1680 cm-1), 
typically a weak or medium signal can be observed in the 
cashew-nut kerosene-like fuel spectrum but not found in the 
coconut kerosene-like fuel IR spectrum. This observation is 
not surprising because cashew-nut oil is relatively less 
saturated than coconut oil. 
Gas chromatography mass spectrometry (GC-MS) analysis 
The chemical compositions of the kerosene-like fuel were 
obtained from the chromatogram obtained in (Figure 2) and 
the results from data base. The molecular weights of the 
components were calculated from the result of the 
composition of the mass spectra. 
The chromatogram of kerosene-like fuel produced from 
cashew-nut and coconut oil are shown in Figure 2 (a) and 
(b) respectively. These peaks represent the fatty acids that 
were converted to methyl esters (biofuel) as a result of the 
transesterification process. For cashew-nut kerosene-like 
fuel, the major methyl esters detected are octanoic acid 
[caprylic], methyl ester (6.87 min), nonanoic acid 
[pelargonic], methyl ester (8.35 min), decanoic acid [capric], 
methyl ester (9.86 min), dodecanoic acid [lauric], methyl 
ester (12.53 min), decanedioic acid [sebacic], dimethyl ester 
(13.92 min), tetradecanoic acid [myristic], methyl ester 
(14.79   min),  hexadecenoic   acid  [palmitic],  methyl  ester  
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Figure 2. GC chromatogram of the kerosene-like fuel produced 
from (a) Cashew-nut oil (b) Coconut oil. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 3a. MS of oleic acid methyl ester.  
(16.89) and octadecenoic acid [oleic], methyl ester (18.60 
min). While for coconut oil kerosene-like fuel, the major 
methyl esters detected are octanoic acid [caprylic], methyl 
ester (7.87 min), decanoic acid [capric], methyl ester (10.82 
min), dodecanoic acid [lauric], methyl ester (13.58 min), 
tetradecanoic acid [myristic], methyl ester (15.80 min), 
hexadecanoic acid [palmitic], methyl ester (17.91 min) and 
octadecenoic acid [oleic], methyl ester (17.91 min).  
The significant difference in the saturation levels of olive 
oil and cashew-nut oil biofuel was also reflected in methyl 
esters chromatograms; octadecenoic acid [oleic], methyl 
ester, the most prominent unsaturated fatty acid methyl ester 
in cashew-nut oil appeared in relative abundance of 1.5 x 
107 while it appeared in coconut oil in relative abundance 1 
x 105. It is also worthy to note that GC-MS data confirmed 
the purity of these products; no peaks attributed to glycerol 
and methanol were detected. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 3b. MS of capric acid methyl ester of kerosene-like fuel 
produced from cashew nut oil 
 
GC-MS analysis confirmed the formation of methyl esters 
of the expected fatty acids. Examples are shown in Figure 3, 
Figure 3(a) is that of oleic acid methyl ester while that of 
capric acid methyl ester is shown in figure 3(b). 
Conclusion 
Kerosene-like fuel was successfully synthesized from 
coconut and cashew-nut oil via alkaline based 
transesterification at 75 oC. Biodiesel products were 
obtained from the feedstocks via transesterification and then 
subjected to distillation under vacuum between 50 to 100 oC 
to obtain kerosene-like fuel as the final product with high 
yields of bio-kerosene; 74 % and 66 % for coconut and 
cashew nut kerosene-like fuel respectively. 
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This shows the closeness of the physico-chemical 
properties of the kerosene-like fuel to that for fossil 
kerosene.  Kerosene-like fuel obtained from coconut oil has 
a significantly higher heat content value (9211.9 kcal kg-1) 
than that obtained from cashew-nut oil (5699.4 kcal kg-1). 
This can be ascribed to the nature of fatty acid in the oil; 
coconut oil is significantly more saturated and has shorter 
fatty acid hydrocarbon chain length than cashew-nut oil. For 
fossil fuels, the shorter and the more saturated the 
hydrocarbon chain, the higher the heat content. Gas 
chromatography-mass spectrometer (GC-MS) analysis of 
produced kerosene-like fuel confirmed the type of methyl 
esters that were expected to be in the kerosene-like fuel. In 
the future, possible use of their respective waste cooking oil 
as feeds to produce kerosene-like fuel will be looked into, 
and also taking into consideration the nature of the oil fatty 
acids. 
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DETERMINATION OF HEAVY METAL CONTENT IN THE SOIL 
SAMPLE FROM THE MUNICIPAL SOLID WASTE DUMP SITE 
IN MASERU  
Joyce M. Moshoeshoe[a], Ester M. Nchephe[a], Kopano R. Ramochele[a], Isaac M. 
          Letsoha[a], Ts’itso J. Mohlomi[a], Phomolo Khonthu[a], Karabo V. Thulo[a],  
         Matseko E. Rankhasa[a], Seipati A. Masenkane[a] and Mosotho J. George[a],* 
Keywords: heavy metals, solid-waste dumpsite, leaching, temperature, pH, adsorption capacity. 
Heavy metals are mostly occurring naturally in the environment and their concentrations may be altered by anthropogenic activities such as 
wastes disposal. The study investigated and determined the presence of heavy metals in Ts’osane solid-waste dumping site in Maseru. Soil 
samples were randomly collected from the dumping site and screened qualitatively through chloride and hydroxide precipitation. 
Quantitative analyses of the acid leachate for few suspected heavy metals – cobalt, chromium, copper, iron, lead, manganese and zinc were 
done using Atomic Absorption Spectrometry resulting in concentration in the range of 0.2 to 95 µg g-1 of soil which are way above the 
soil’s holding capacity that ranged between 0.05 and 0.225 µg g-1 of soil. Other parameters studied included the effect of pH, temperature 
and time of exposure to water. This revealed that prolonged exposure to water mimicking continued rainy conditions could lead to different 
leaching rates with copper ions demonstrating the lowest leaching rate over a period of five weeks as opposed to manganese which 
demonstrates about 170% on the fifth week relative to the first week, while as expected lower pH and higher temperatures favoured 
leaching of the metal ions. Lastly the soil-metal holding capacity was determined whereby it was shown that the soil bound lead the 
strongest (90%) while iron was the weakest bound (20%). The obtained values are worrisome since this dumpsite is upstream of the 
municipal water source for the Maseru Municipality. 
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Introduction 
As the world undergoes urban migration there is 
concomitant increase in waste generated from human 
activity that needs to be treated safely and effectively to 
avoid pollution and environmental health scares. However, 
solid waste remains a challenge in the Sub-Saharan Africa 
due to very weak efforts being made to respond to the 
challenges adequately despite the availability of 
knowledge.1 Solid waste contains myriad of materials 
including paper, plastic, metals, rubber, paints, plant 
material, just to mention a few, the ratio and amount of 
which is reportedly linked to socio-economic status of the 
households.2 The disposal of this waste should be carried 
out with care since some of these solids have a potential to 
leach out some hazardous materials. Consequently, 
municipal landfills are regarded as the sources of a wide 
range of compounds with environmental, wildlife and 
human health concern,3 while also release greenhouse gases 
that contribute towards climate change.4  
Since many different solid waste materials end up in the 
landfills, there is expectedly different types of chemicals 
that can be detected, the nature and abundance of which 
depend on the type of source. There are typically two types 
of pollutant chemicals from landfills – organic and inorganic 
compounds. The organic compounds that are released are 
suspected to have endocrine activity,5  while the inorganic 
compounds that include some heavy metals that are also 
considered to have deleterious effects on health such 
causing neurodegenerative diseases such as Alzheimer’s, 
Menkes, Wilsons,6,7 Parkinson’s, damage to liver, kidney, 
gastro intestinal tract, joints, and reproductive system.8 As a 
consequence, heavy metals levels are regulated 
internationally by environmental protection agencies.9,10 
Lesotho, a Least Developed Country landlocked by South 
Africa, is a signatory to some international conventions, 
treaties and protocols aimed at protecting the environment 
against contamination.11 However, the solid waste sector is 
plagued with insignificant investment and poor legal 
framework as such it is still very rudimentary.12 Solid waste 
management still relies heavily on some designated “official 
disposal sites” in most towns some of which are not 
protected hence access is not controlled for destitute people 
and animals such as dogs and cats that often scavenge off 
them.13 This is so even in the capital city – Maseru, whose 
population constitutes about 23 % of the country, the solid 
waste is still being dumped in an old and abandoned quarry 
dug in the 1980s for road construction in Maseru lying about 
5 km from the Maqalika reservoir, and a further kilometer or 
so to Caledon River, both of which are used as municipal 
water source.14 This dumpsite has received a lot of attention 
with studies investigating its environmental and health 
impact.15 However, no studies have been reported on the 
actual chemistry, except one study on the water quality in 
Caledon River showing a considerable degree of change in 
most physico-chemical properties attributed to human 
activity between upstream and downstream of the Caledon 
River and Maqalika stream confluence.16  
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Of the known hazardous chemicals that always find their 
way into the landfills is heavy metals, as such they are 
always a subject of study for landfill leachate as markers of 
landfill-linked pollution.17 These are more serious since they 
do not decompose as opposed to the organic counterparts 
that, despite some being persistent, do end up being 
decomposed at some point. Despite occurring in most 
geological formations, exogenous heavy metals enter the 
environment via human activity.18 These activities include 
various applications of metals in everyday life processes and 
utensils such as iron pots, stainless steel kitchen ware, 
copper cables, lead batteries, just to mention but a few. 
Although they are not hazardous in their intended forms, 
once they are disposed into the environment, they can 
change their chemical form through processes such as 
oxidation resulting in hazardous species.  
A number of analytical techniques have been developed 
for quantitative determination of the heavy metals ranging 
from electrochemistry like electrochemical sensors,19 screen 
printed sensors,20 ion selective electrode approaches,21 and 
voltammetry;22 spectroscopy including atomic 
absorption/emission spectrometry and atomic mass 
spectrometry.23 However, despite their efficiency and wide 
applications, these techniques are relatively expensive. 
Consequently, there has a lot of research towards 
development of alternative and affordable screening 
approaches using sensors. These techniques are mostly 
solution-based which still limits their application to wet 
chemistry and they cannot be applied in the field.24 A simple 
colorimetric sensor has been reported based on silica-gel 
grafted with amino-compound with a potential for field 
application as it can be directly suspended into any water 
body.25 
This study aims to explore the status of the heavy metals 
content of the soil sample collected at the dumpsite in 
Maseru and the dynamics of their release during rains as a 
preliminary to the study of monitoring the mobility of the 
leachate containing the same metal ions downstream leading 
to both the Maqalika Reservoir and the Caledon River that 
are important as a source of municipal water.  
Experimental 
Chemicals and Reagents   
All the Analytical Reagent grade chemicals copper nitrate, 
cobalt nitrate, manganese nitrate, chromium (III) nitrate, 
ferric nitrate, lead nitrate, sodium hydroxide and nitric acid 
were used as is and were obtained from Merck South Africa 
(Johannesburg, South Africa). The distilled water was 
prepared in house using water still and used to prepare 
respective standard solutions as required. The pH 
measurements were made using a Hanna pH-meter 
(Romania). 
Collection, storage and treatment of the samples  
The surface (not exceeding 20 cm depth) soil samples 
were collected from the study area (Ts’osane dumping site – 
see Figure 1) by random sampling from five different areas 
where the soil was exposed. These soil samples were mixed 
to provide representative sample, about 1-kg of which was 
taken to the laboratory. This sample was further 
homogenized by grinding using mortar and pestles. The 
homogenized soil sample was sieved to achieve a particle 
size ≤ 0.250 mm and stored in a refrigerator at around 5 °C 
until subsequent analyses.   
Treatment, extraction and analysis 
For the preliminary screening experiment, 10 g portions 
of the samples were dissolved in 25 mL of distilled water or 
6 M HNO3 for aqueous and acid digestions respectively, and 
left to extract for about 30 min with shaking. The 
suspensions were then filtered to get rid of the soil particles. 
The extracts were then treated with either HCl to test for 
insoluble chlorides or sodium hydroxide to test for insoluble 
hydroxides. To achieve these, about 2 mL of the extracts 
were transferred into the test-tubes, subsequently HCl or 
NaOH was added until no sign of formation of a precipitate 
was observable. Thereafter the solutions were let to settle 
and the visual inspection was carried out. 
Regarding the spectroscopic analyses, Varian Spectra 
AAS 100 Spectrometer (California, USA) was used for 
quantitative analyses of the heavy metals. First, the 
analytical curves of the suspected ions prepared by 
preparing and analysing the nitrates mixture of the 
individual metal ions in the range of 1 – 250 µg mL-1. These 
solutions were thereafter stored at the same temperature as 
the soil samples when not in use. The aqueous and acid 
suspensions of the soil sample described above were filtered 
and aspirated into the atomic absorption spectrometer. The 
actual concentrations were determined from the regression 
equation from the calibration curves. 
Exploring the dynamics of the leaching of the heavy metals 
from the soil  
A number of different experiments, namely, the effect of 
period of soaking, the effect of pH and the effect of 
temperature were performed using 1-g portions of the well-
ground soil sample. To achieve these, the pre-weighed soil 
samples were suspended in the appropriate solvents and 
shaken for a specified period and temperature (see details in 
the results section). Thereafter, the suspensions were filtered 
and the filtrates aspirated into the spectrometer. The 
remaining solutions were stored in the refrigerator for 
further use. 
Determination of the adsorption capacity of the soil for the 
heavy metals  
To achieve this, the soil sample was treated with 6 M 
HNO3 and rinsed thoroughly with water until the pH of 
supernatant liquid was neutral. Thereafter this soil was air-
dried to a constant mass. To three 10-g portions of this soil 
sample, 25 mL of 100 µg mL-1 solution of the six-
component standard mixture was added and allowed to 
equilibrate for a week (7 days), thereafter filtered and 
analysed appropriately. The absorbances of the original 100 
µg mL-1 and the resulting filtrate post adsorption experiment 
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were compared to evaluate the extent of adsorption capacity 
for each metal ion by the soil sample.  
Results and Discussions 
Profiling of the solid waste dumpsite  
Figure 1 is the satellite picture of part of Maseru map 
showing the dumping site and the surrounding residential 
area as well as a run-off stream leading to the Maqalika 
municipal water reservoir (top left corner). As can be seen, 
this site is located in the middle of a densely populated 
residential area as well as being upstream of the Maqalika 
reservoir (the flow is from South-East to North-West), 
which makes it a pollution concern threat. 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 1. The satellite map of Maseru showing the Maqalika 
Reservoir and the dumpsite 
 
Qualitative screening of the presence of heavy metals using wet 
chemistry  
Most hydroxides and chloride salts of heavy metal ions 
precipitate out of their respective aqueous solutions. These 
therefore present an easier way of qualitatively testing 
presence of heavy metal ions by hydroxide and chloride 
precipitation and assessing the colour of the precipitates 
formed thereof. Table 1 shows the results obtained during 
the precipitation reaction of the nitric acid digestion extracts 
precipitated with chloride ions and sodium hydroxide. These 
precipitates were identified by comparison with the colours 
of the precipitates from the known reagents that would be 
likely to be present in the soil sample.  
Table 1. The chloride and hydroxide precipitates and their colours 
for different metal ions. 
Mediu
m 
Colour of precipitate  Possible/expected 
metal ion after HCl after NaOH 
HNO3  White  White, grey, 
rust red, dark  
Pb2+, Fe3+, Mn3+, 
Zn2+ 
HNO3 White  White, rust 
red, Grey  
Pb2+, Fe3+, Mn3+ , 
Zn2+ 
HNO3 White  Rust red, 
dark brown 
Pb2+, Fe3+, Mn3+ , 
Zn2+ 
H2O White  White  Zn2+, Pb2+ 
H2O White  White  Zn2+, Pb2+ 
H2O White  White  Zn2+, Pb2+ 
Efforts to separate these precipitates for further analysis 
were not very successful since the precipitates were only 
partially separated.  
Total acid digestion and quantitative analysis of the samples  
This being a preliminary study, only a few metal ions 
using an atomic absorption spectrophotometry were 
analysed. Individual standards were prepared in the 
concentration range of 1 - 250 µg mL-1 of each ion as 
appearing in Table 2.  
Table 2. Some analytical data obtained from the calibration curves 
of the different metal ions.  
Ion R2 Average abundance (µg g-1 
soil) 
Relative 
abun-
dance* 
Water 
digestion 
HNO3  
digestion 
Co 0.9978 0.005 ± ND# 0.294 ± 0.012 63 
Cr 0.9989 0.020 ± 0.004 0.359 ± 0.007 18 
Cu 0.9899 0.082 ± 0.004 9.087 ± 0.052 110 
Fe 0.9977 0.206 ± 0.013 95.702 ± 0.039 466 
Pb 0.9969 0.044 ± 0.001 9.419 ± 0.021 214 
Mn 0.9987 0.495 ± 0.036 8.111 ± 0.024 16 
Zn 0.9992 0.096 ± 0.006 0.376 ± 0.075 4 
* Ratios of concentration after HNO3 and aqueous extractions  
 # The confidence interval not determined due to the low magnitude 
of the concentration. 
The linearity of the response versus concentration was 
determined for respective analytes. Analysis of regression 
was performed to obtain the linearity for each of the 
analytes. Table 2 shows the analytical data from the 
calibration curves of the respective standards as well as the 
calculated concentration of the analytes.  
As can be seen from Table 2, acid digestion yields more 
than 10 times the aqueous digestion. This indicates that most 
metals occur in a relatively water insoluble state. However, 
it must be noted that the fact that aqueous digestions still 
yields analysable  amounts of the ions, is a cause for 
concern given that the sampled site is upstream of the water 
supply to the Maseru Municipal water reservoir (Maqalika 
Dam). In addition to this, even without leaching, these 
metals could still be washed as fine suspension of the soil 
during rains. It would be interesting to identify the possible 
sources for these ions, although the levels were considerably 
low compared to the other ions. As expected the abundances 
of iron and copper were the highest. This can be explained 
since these are the most common metals used in most 
domestic tools and electrical wiring of houses. The higher 
increase following acid digestion could be attributed to the 
digestion of the metal pieces or some oxides that were not 
soluble in the distilled water.  
Since the soil sample was obtained directly from the solid 
waste dump, it was not important to compare the obtained 
values to those stipulated in the guidelines for the 
occurrence of these ions in both soil and water respectively. 
Their concentration in the soil obtained upstream was not 
detectable indicating that the obtained amounts were 
attributable to the solid waste being dumped in this site. 
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The effect of time of soaking the sample with distilled water to 
mimic water moisture 
Having established the levels of the heavy metals in the 
sample, the next task was to investigate the effect of natural 
rainfall and moisture on leaching of these ions. To achieve 
this, 5 different soils samples were obtained and soaked in 
distilled water over a period ranging from one to five weeks. 
Thereafter, the samples were filtered appropriately before 
being analysed. Figure 2 shows the effect of soaking time on 
the leaching of these metal ions relative to day seven (after a 
week of soaking the samples since day 1 did not yield much).    
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 2. The effect of soaking time on the release of metal ions in 
the distilled water 
Before dwelling in the interpretation of these results, it is 
worth noting that the observed trend was constructed using 
absorbance values not the actual concentrations. The trend 
shows that Cu (II) is a bit insensitive of the soaking time, 
while other ions are quite sensitive. This would suggest that 
these ions would be highly mobile as they dissolve more as 
they are subjected to water for extended period of time, thus 
posing more environmental risk than copper which is 
comparatively less mobile. 
Effect of pH of the leaching of the metal ions 
We have observed that these metals are released more in 
acidic pH values attributed to the reduction of the electron 
density in the binding sites of the soil. To establish the effect 
of pH, 6 different solvent mixtures were prepared by spiking 
with either HNO3 or NaOH to obtain different pH levels. 
Different soil samples were thereafter soaked for a 7-day 
period before the analysis. Figure 3 shows the effect of pH 
on the leaching of the metals relative to the original solution 
whose pH was measured to be 6.3. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 3. The effect of pH of the solvent on leaching of the metal 
ions measure relative to pH 6.3, the pH of the original sample after 
suspension in 25 mL of water. 
As it was expected, all the ions seemed to dissolve more 
in acidic medium. However, chromium seemed less soluble 
as its value remained almost unchanged despite the pH 
variation. Dissolution of copper on the other hand increased 
the most at pH value of 2.1. This could infer that there was 
more copper in the sample that had not dissolved fully at the 
pH of 3.7, hence an increase as the pH was decreased further. 
This arguably could be due to ion exchange behaviour 
between the metal ion and the hydronium ions under acidic 
media.26 Regarding the drop in extraction as pH increases, 
this can easily be explained in terms of the decreasing 
solubility of the metal ions in basic medium. Most of heavy 
metals produce relatively insoluble hydroxides hence this 
would reduce their solubility in the basic conditions. 
Effect of temperature on the leaching of the metal ions 
Temperature is one of the universally known factors that 
affect solubility of materials. Figure 4 shows the effect of 
varying temperature on the leaching of the metal ions. The 
figure is plotted with the absorbances recorded relative to 
the extraction at room temperature (24 °C), following a 
continuous shaking for 30 min.  
It is evident from Figure 4 that these ions are all more 
soluble as the temperature increases although only slightly 
with only lead showing 12 % increase at about 55 °C 
relative to the room temperature (24 °C). Since temperature, 
in nature, does change by this magnitude, especially in the 
presence of moisture, these results may not necessarily have 
a major bearing on the natural environment. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 4. The effect of temperature of water on extractability and 
leaching of the metal ions. 
Determination of the adsorption capacity of the soil  
To explore the adsorption capacity of the soil, a pre-acid 
extracted soil was rinsed with conspicuous amount of 
distilled water to remove as much acid as possible. 
Thereafter this sample was air-dried to a constant mass. This 
would give a measure of how much of each metal ion the 
soil can hold before its leaching could occur, if the washing 
of the sediment is ignored. Three 10.0 g portions of the air-
dried samples were weighed and soaked with respective 25-
mL aliquots of 100 µg mL-1 solution of the six-component 
standard mixture and allowed to equilibrate for a week (7 
days), thereafter filtered and analysed appropriately. Figure 
5 shows the adsorption capacity of the soil for the individual 
metal ions relative to the 100 µg mL-1 standard solution.  
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Figure 5. The adsorption capacity of the sample soil for different 
metal ion standard solution. 
As is apparent from figure 5, the soil has a very high 
adsorption capacity for lead (almost 90 %) followed by 
copper (80 %) ions with a very low adsorption capacity of 
iron and manganese (around 20 %). Despite this good 
adsorption capacity, one cannot make a strong assertion that 
this adsorption capacity is attributable to the natural soil that 
exists in this dumpsite but could be a result of other 
materials that are known to be good adsorbents of metal ions 
such as chicken feathers, animal skins/fur, rubbers materials 
as well as plant material that are visible on the site.27 The 
observed trend could be due to ion exchange behaviour that 
leads to selective adsorption on lead and copper more than 
the other ions that could be too weakly bonded to the “active 
sites” of the adsorbent materials. With or without any 
exogenous agents mentioned above, soils rich in clays 
reportedly demonstrate a relatively higher ion exchange 
capacity than those with less clay content, thus will show 
higher heavy metal ion uptake than a poorer soil.26  
However, the actual quantitation of the ions reveals that 
the actual adsorption capacity of the soil ranged from 0.225 
µg g-1 of soil for Pb and 0.05 µg g-1 for Mn. This therefore 
suggests that the levels detected for these compounds when 
using acid digestion (between 0.29 and 95 µg g-1 of soil) are 
far beyond the soil’s holding capacity. Hence this is a call 
for concern regarding the mobility of these ions downstream 
during rains. 
Conclusion 
The study was able to determine the presence of some 
heavy metals in the solid waste dumpsite with 
concentrations ranging from 0.2 to 95 µg g-1 of soil sample. 
The fact that these metals are detectable with the water 
treatment at room temperature suggests that these metals can 
easily leach into the dumpsite leachate hence a potential 
hazard to the downstream biota as well as the Maseru 
Municipal water supply which is downstream to this site. 
Clearly iron is the most abundant followed by copper, 
possibly due to the common use of these two metals 
domestically in appliances such as electrical cables (copper) 
and steel products (iron). The other metals are in relatively 
lower levels since they are not as predominantly used. 
Interestingly lead, was even higher than copper at 9.419 and 
9.087 µg g-1 of soil respectively. This could be possibly 
coming from the car batteries that are also disposed into the 
dumpsite. Another striking observation was the high level of 
manganese with 8.111 µg g-1 of soil. Manganese is used 
mainly in the manufacture of iron and steel alloys as an 
ingredient in various products such as batteries, glass and 
fireworks, bleaching and disinfection products in the 
permanganate form, as an oxidant for cleaning, fertilizers, 
varnish and fungicides and as livestock feeding supplements, 
just to mention a few (WHO, 2011).28    
The study of the adsorption capacity revealed that these 
ions already are above the adsorption capacity of the soil, 
suggesting that, notwithstanding the simple wash off during 
rains, most of the soil is oversaturated and cannot hold these 
ions when it rains. The next phase of this study will be to 
assess the presence of some of these ions in the stream that 
runs off this side although it runs mostly during rainy 
weather. Another issue is the difficult accessibility of this 
area due to the fact that it runs through the residential area. 
Either way there is need for more protection of this site 
since further dumping will certainly increase the 
concentrations beyond the holding capacity of the soil thus 
increasing the severity of the environmental hazard it 
already poses.  
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FREE AND ZEOLITE-IMMOBILIZED PROBIOTIC MIXTURE 
VERSUS SODIUM VALPROATE IN PREVENTION OF 
OXIDATIVE STRESS AND MODULATION OF THE L-
ARGININE INTRACELLULAR METABOLIC PATHWAYS IN  
       THE RAT BRAIN AND BLOOD FOLLOWING    
   DEXAMPHETAMINE- INDUCED BIPOLAR DISORDER 
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Keywords: Arginase, bipolar disorder, d-amphetaminelipid peroxidation, nitric oxide synthase, probiotics, sodium valproate. 
Experimental bipolar disorder (BD) was induced by repeated daily injection of the increasing doses of d-amphetamine sulfate (AMPH) (2-4 
mg kg-1, 18 injections) in male young adult Wistar rats characterized by temporal arousal mimicked mania, and reduced exploratory and 
locomotor activities associated with behavioural depression under the condition of withdrawal of AMPH. At the end of the injection course, 
a stimulation of the lipid peroxidation processes and alterations in the mitochondrial and cytoplasmic activities of both arginase and nitric 
oxide synthase (NOS) were observed in the regions of brain corticolimbic system (prefrontal cortex, striatum, hippocampus and 
hypothalamus) and blood leukocytes. We have shown for the first time that a reversal treatment with the mixture of the specific probiotics 
with psycho- and antifungal activities in free (PMF) and zeolite-immobilized (PMZ) forms, and/or with a mood stabilizer, sodium valproate 
(VPA) inhibited oxidative stress and modulated differentially the L-arginine metabolic pathways in the brain and blood following AMPH-
induced BD. Both PMF and PMZ efficiently normalized the activities of arginase isoforms and upregulated the suppressed intracellular 
NOS along with the gut microbiota restoration and prevention of the histopathological changes in the brain regions accompanied by 
normalization of rat behaviour.  
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INTRODUCTION 
Bipolar disorder (BD), a complex, psychiatric disorder is 
one of the leading causes of disability, low quality of life 
both among men and women, affecting about 60 million 
people worldwide. 1,2 In recent years the incidence of BD 
has increased, the mean age of patients decreased up to 42 
years, and without treatment approximately 15 % of patients 
with BD commit suicide.3 Nowadays, the multiple character 
of the BD etiology is accepted involving oxidative stress, 
mitochondrial dysfunction, inflammation, cell signalling, 
apoptosis, impaired neurogenesis, etc., that are controlled by 
current mood stabilizers such as valproate, lithium, 
lamotrigine.4 It has also become obvious, that the 
microbiome alterations are implicated in stress response, 
memory functions, social behaviour, and mood contributing 
to the pathophysiology of BD and other neuropsychiatric 
disorders.5,6 Moreover, gut microbiota can affect cognition 
and behaviour through a number of immune-related 
mechanisms.7 Since, normalizing of microbiota with 
probiotics (live useful bacteria) is showing antipsychotic and 
antidepresssant effects, their possible adjunctive therapeutic 
role in mood-related psychiatric symptoms has been 
suggested.8,9  
Previously, we have shown that administration of zeolite-
immobilized probiotics may protect from a development of 
depression/anxiety and cognitive deficit in stressed rats.10 
We have also demonstrated the changes in the behaviour, 
gut microbiota, brain morphology and redox homeostasis 
are accompanied by perturbations in the L-arginine 
intracellular metabolic pathways in the regions of 
corticolimbic system and blood leukocyte following d-
amphetamine-induced BD.11-13  
In this study we show for the first time the effect of 
reversal treatment with the mixture of specific probiotics in 
free (PMF) and zeolite-immobilized (PMZ) forms on the 
mitochondrial and cytoplasmic activity of arginine-
metabolizing enzymes, arginase and nitric oxide synthase 
(NOS) compared to  reversal treatment with sodium 
valproate (VPA), a multiple action anticonvulsant and mood 
stabilizer that is also known as an effective drug in the 
treatment of BD.14 
EXPERIMENTAL  
Materials 
Depakine, containing sodium valproate (VPA) (Sanofi-
Aventis U.S. LLC) as an active substance, d-amphetamine 
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sulfate (AMPH) (Sigma, St. Louis, Mo.), NG-monomethyl-
L-arginine hydrochloride (Calbiochem La Jolla, CA), 
Dextran (Mr  ̴70 000) (Serva, Heidelberg Germany), bovine 
serum albumin was from Carl Roth (GmbH, Karlsruhe) 
were used. All other reagents were purchased from Sigma-
Aldrich Chemical Co. (St. Louis, MO, USA). 
Commercially available probiotics, a concentrated source 
of naturally occurring microorganisms were used. 
Lactobacillus rhamnosus strain ВКПМ В-6778, L. 
salivarius strain B-7701(VITAMAX-E (LTD Co, Yerevan 
RA), L. plantarum strain ЦМПМ В-2353, L. acidophilus 
strain ИНМИА 9602 (РЦДМ), Bifidobacterium bifidum 
strain ВКПМ AC-1666, and E. coli strain М17 were 
rehydrated in sterile 0.85% NaCl and routinely propagated 
at 37° C in MRS medium (Hi Media, India) and/or MRS 
medium supplemented with 5 % MNM. Limiting dilution 
assay (by McCrady) was used for the separation, 
characterization, and quantitation of bacteria.21 The 
probiotic mixture contained (6 x 109 CFU mL-1) with equal 
quantities of the mentioned microorganisms. 
Animals and treatments 
All procedures involving animals were in accordance with 
the International Laboratory Animal Care and the European 
Communities Council Directive (86/809/EEC) and approved 
by the respective local committee on biomedical ethics (H. 
Bunyatyan institute of biochemistry, Yerevan, NAS RA). 
Two-to 3-month-old maleWistar rats from our breeding 
colony were used. All animals were maintained on a 12 h 
light/dark cycle at normal room temperature and housed in 
groups of 6 per cage with free access to food and tap water.  
Experimental design 
The animals were divided into control group - native rats 
and experimental groups, in which BD was reproduced by 
repeated intramuscular (i.m.) injection of non-neurotoxic 
escalating doses of AMPH (2-4 mg kg-1).15,16 Rats received 
AMPH once a day on each weekday (but not on weekends), 
in total 18 injections. After the ninth injection the 
experimental animals were divided into four groups, an 
AMPH-group, in which rats continued receive AMPH only, 
VPA group, in which in parallel with AMPH injection 
animals were orally gavaged with VPA at a dose of 200 mg 
kg-1, and PMF and PMZ groups in which in parallel with 
AMPH injection animals were fed with 1 mL (6 x 109 CFU 
mL-1) of the PMF and/or PMZ. Toward the end of the 
treatment, all of the animals underwent a behavioral testing 
in open field (OP) and elevated plus-maze (EPM). 
Stereotypy ratings were also scored. Thereafter, rats were 
decapitated.  
Open field (OF) test 
The rats were placed singly into an OF (diameter 1m, 
divided by 2 concentric circles into 16 equal sections on the 
floor of the arena) and observed in 3 min to measure 
locomotor activity (the number of sectors crossed with all 
paws (crossing), exploratory behavior i.e., the number of 
rears (posture sustained with hind-paws on the floor) and 
grooming (including washing or mouthing of forelimbs, 
hind-paws, body and genitals), and boluses (anxiety) 
counted manually/visually.17  
Elevated plus-maze test 
Immediately after the OF test the rats were placed singly 
into a common central platform (10 cm × 10 cm) of elevated 
plus-maze comprised two open and two closed arms (45 cm 
x 10 cm x 10 cm) and elevated to a height of 80 cm above 
the floor. During a 3-min observation period, the following 
parameters were measured: number of open arms entries and 
number of closed arm entries. Exploration (grooming and 
rearing) and risk assessment (number of hanging over the 
open arms).18 At the end of each trial, the open field and 
elevated plus-maze were wiped clean with ethanol. 
Stereotypy ratings were scored as previously described.19  
Microbiota 
After decapitation trunk blood was collected, each animal 
was opened aseptically, samples of faeces from the lower 
part of the gut and washouts of brain were immediately 
placed into an anaerobic chamber for bacteriological 
analysis. Samples were incubated in sucrose broth at 37 °C 
for 24 h (blood was diluted by 1:5 v/v), then examined by 
microscopy, inoculated to the solid culture media, agar 
plates (Endo, sucrose, and blood agar), and incubated for 24 
h. Blood samples were incubated for 5 days to facilitate a 
growth of microbes. The characteristics such as morphology 
and color of the colonies, as well as hemolysis, plasma-
coagulation, aerobic fermentation of mannitol were 
examined for identification of microorganisms.20  
Histopathological analysis 
Formalin fixed brain region tissues were stained with 
hematoxylin and eosin (H&E) and examined for any 
histopathological changes. Pathological diagnosis of each 
brain specimen was assessed and analyzed by specialized 
histopathologist in a blinded manner. 
Composition of chemically modified natural minerals 
The multielemental composition, chemical modification, 
grinding (about 50 μm powder) of zeolite, bentonite and 
diatomite were previously dtermined, similarly dose-
dependent effect on growth promotion in cultures of specific 
strains of Lactobacilli and Bifidobacteria and efficiency of 
their immobilization have been studied.10 Selected 
probiotics were cultured and immobilized using composition 
of micronized modified natural minerals (MNM) (zeolite 
(80 %), diatomite (10 %), and bentonite (10 %).  
Brain cytoplasmic and mitochondria 
Preparation of brain cytoplasmic and mitochondrial 
fractions was performed by differential centrifugation.22 
Brains were rapidly removed from the skulls, placed on a 
cold plate, and prefrontal cortex (PFC), striatum, 
hippocampus and hypothalamus were dissected and 
homogenized in ice-cold 20 mM HEPES buffer pH 7.4, 
containing 0.25 M sucrose, (1:10, w/v) using Potter 
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homogenizer (1500 rpm for 3 min). Homogenates were 
centrifuged at 3000 rpm for 10 min to remove nuclear 
fraction. Supernatants were collected, centrifuged at 15000 
rpm for 20 min, and cytoplasm in the supernatants and 
mitochondria in the pellets were obtained. Mitochondria 
were washed twice using the above mentioned buffer. 
Isolation of blood leukocyte 
Freshly obtained blood was drawn into 3.8 % sodium 
citrate anticoagulant, then mixed with 6 % dextran (prepared 
in 0.9 % NaCl) and incubated at 37 °C for 60 min to remove 
erythrocytes from blood by gravity sedimentation, and 
decanted layer was centrifuged at 1000 rpm for 5 min and 
the pellet containing leukocytes was washed twice and used, 
whereas plasma was obtained from supernatant by 
centrifugation at 6000 rpm for 20 min at 4 °C.23  
Preparation of leukocyte cytoplasmic and mitochondrial 
fractions was performed by differential centrifugation of the 
leukocyte homogenates.22 Leukocytes were resuspended and 
homogenized in ice-cold 20 mM HEPES buffer pH 7.4, 
containing 0.25 M sucrose, (1:10, w/v) using Potter 
homogenizer (1500 rpm for 3 min), then centrifuged at 1200 
rpm for 10 min at 4 °C to remove nuclei and cell debris. 
Pellet was discarded and the supernatant further was 
centrifuged at 11000 rpm for 20 min at 4 оС to yield the 
crude mitochondrial preparation which was washed twice, 
resuspended and homogenized in the buffer used. The 
cytoplasm was in the supernatant fraction.  
Arginase assay 
The samples were added to the reaction mixture 
containing 20 mM HEPES buffer (pH 7.4), 3.9 mM 
MnCl2·4H2O, 15.4 mM L-arginine·HCl and incubated at 
37 °C for 60 min, followed by the addition of 10 % TCA to 
stop the reaction.24 Parallel control experiments were 
conducted in the presence of 20 mM L-valine, a non-
selective inhibitor of the arginase isoforms. Following a 
centrifugation (15000 rpm, 3 min) the protein-free 
supernatants were sampled and analyzed for L-ornithine 
content. The arginase activity expressed as produced in an 
hour L-ornithine per mg of total protein. 
Measurement of L-ornithine 
Samples were mixed with 4.5 % ninhydrin (1:1, v/v), 
heated (90 °C, 20 min), cooled to the room temperature and 
the absorbance was measured at 505 nm wavelength against 
reagent blank containing all the reagents minus the sample.24  
Nitric oxide synthase assay   
A total NOS activity was assessed by measuring stable 
intermediate of NO, nitrite (NO2-) accumulated during a 
long-term incubation of samples (37 °C for 22 h) in 20 mM 
HEPES buffer pH 7.4 in the presence of NOS substrate, 15.4 
mM L-arginine·HCl, and cofactors included 0.2 mM 
NADPH, 6 µM FAD, 5.5 µM FMN, 20 µM ((6R)-5,6,7,8-
tetrahydro-L-biopterin dihydrochloride) (BH4) and 1.7 mM 
CaCl2.25 Parallel control experiments were conducted in the 
presence of 15 mM NG–monomethyl-L-arginine·HCl, non-
selective inhibitor of all the NOS isoforms. Reaction was 
initiated by addition of samples to the incubation medium 
and terminated by subsequent addition of 0.5 N NaOH and 
10 % ZnSO4·7H2O. Following a centrifugation (15000 rpm, 
3 min) the protein-free supernatants were sampled and 
analyzed for nitrite content. The NOS activity is expressed 
as produced in 22 h nitrite per mg of total protein. 
Measurement of nitrite 
Samples were deproteinized with 0.5 N NaOH and 10 % 
ZnSO4·7H2O. Following a centrifugation (15000 rpm, 3 
min), the protein-free supernatants were sampled and 
analyzed for nitrite using colorimetric technique based on 
diazotization reaction. Samples were mixed in equal parts 
with Griess-Ilosvay reagent (1:1 mixture of 0.17 % 
sulfanilic acid and 0.05 % α-naphthylamine in 12.5 % acetic 
acid) and measured at 546 nm wavelength against reagent 
blank containing all the reagents minus the sample.26  
Indices of oxidative stress referring to lipid peroxidation 
processes were established by measuring malondialdehyde 
(MDA) using thiobarbituric acid (TBA).27 Samples were 
deproteinized with 10 % TCA and the precipitates were 
removed by centrifugation at 15000 rpm for 3 min, 
supernatants were mixed with 0.6 N HCl and 0.72 % TBA, 
heated for 15 min in boiling water bath that resulted in the 
formation of pink-colored secondary product of MDA and 
the absorbance was measured at 535 nm wavelength against 
reagent blank containing all the reagents minus the sample.  
Protein was determined using crystalline bovine serum 
albumin as standard.28 
Statistical analysis 
All data were analyzed using a one-way analysis of 
variance (ANOVA) followed by post hoc Holm-Sidak test 
(SigmaStat 3.5 for Windows). Data are expressed as the 
mean ± S.E.M. Differences are considered statistically 
significant at a probability level of P < 0.05. 
Results and discussion 
Amphetamine-induced behaviors and underlying brain 
changes are considered as an endophenotype of BD.29 
Previously, we have established a rat model of 
dexamphetamine (AMPH)-induced BD and revealed an 
overgrowth of Candida albicans, manifestation of 
Staphylococcus aureus contributed to a reduction in the 
number of beneficial bacteria, as well as changes in 
histopathological and biochemical patterns in brain and 
blood.11-13 Elevation of C. albicans and its association with 
worse positive psychiatric symptoms in patients with BD 
and schizophrenia have been demonstrated.30 We showed 
that preventive treatment with a mixture of the specific 
probiotic have benefits in the AMPH-induced BD.31 This 
probiotic mixture was composed of psychobiotics, L. 
rhamnosus and Bifidobacterium bifidum, and Lactobacilli 
with fungicidal activity, as well as E. coli М17, which plays 
a pivotal role in the modulation of microbiota and 
maintaining homeostasis.32,33 However, a major concern for 
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the use of probiotics in vivo is that they must survive and 
sustain transit through the detrimental factors of the gut in 
large quantities to facilitate their colonization in the host and 
confer in vivo health benefits, and immobilization of 
probiotics may protect them from the harmful gut factors 
and enable their transport and normal functioning in gut.34,35  
Natural minerals such as zeolites, diatomite and bentonite 
with absorbent and ion-exchange properties containing 
macro- and microelements have been effectively used as 
carriers and promoters of bacterial growth.36 Natural 
minerals can also replenish the need of organism for 
minerals and used as enterosorbents improving metabolism 
via absorption of toxins from the intestine, and even from 
blood due to a diffusion through the intestine.37  
In addition, natural minerals do not exert mutagenic 
effects, they are non-toxic, effective, versatile and 
economical, therefore bentonite and diatomite are E558, 
E551 food additives approved in EU as anti-caking agents.  
Notably, potential benefit of a micronutrient treatment 
(consisting mainly of vitamins and minerals) is shown for 
various psychiatric symptoms, including bipolar II disorder 
with co-occurring attention- deficit/hyperactivity disorder.38 
Based on this, we immobilized the above probiotics using 
the micronized chemically modified natural minerals 
composition (MNM) with domination of zeolite (see 
Experimental) and conducted a comparative study of the 
specific probiotic mixture in free (PMF) and MNM-
immobilized (PMZ) forms versus VPA in reversal treatment 
of AMPH-induced BD. 
Effect of treatment with probiotics vs. sodium valproate on 
histopathological changes in the regions of corticolimbic system  
Our results show that reversal treatment with both 
probiotics and/or VPA prevented bacterial translocation and 
mainly normalized microbiota and rat behavior. However, in 
the gut of VPA-treated animals single colonies of S. aureus 
were found. It is in line with finding that sodium valproate is 
selectively potent in vitro against C. albicans, while it 
exerted low activity against S. aureus.39  
Restoration of balanced microflora via treatment with 
probiotics and VPA apparently contributed to amelioration 
and prevention of histopathological changes in the brain 
regions of corticolimbic system which were examined using 
H&E staining. Reversal treatment with both PMF and PMZ 
showed the similar effect on the brain regions morphology 
like in prevention treatment with the same mixture of 
probiotics, i.e., in the most of regions were detected only 
unremarkable changes from control.31  
However, after reversal treatment with PMF in the 
hypothalamus were observed proliferation and edema, and 
in the PFC were seen multiple blood microvessels, 
following PMZ-treatment, presumably, related to protective 
capillary creation (Figure 1, A, B). As shown in Figure 1C-F,  
after reversal treatment with VPA, edema and  
compensatory full-blooded vessels were detected in the PFC, 
and interfibrillar edema, proliferation, cellular 
polymorphism were observed in the rest of brain regions. 
Biochemical pattern associated with the effects of the 
probiotics and VPA was also studied.  
Effect of treatment with free and immobilized probiotics vs. 
sodium valproate on the lipid peroxidation processes in brain 
and blood 
Overproduction of reactive oxygen species accompanied   
by protein oxidation, lipid peroxidation and oxidative 
damage to DNA/RNA plays crucial role in the 
pathophysiology of BD.40,41 Thiobarbituric acid reactive 
substances (TBARS) are formed as a  byproduct of lipid  
peroxidation, and TBARS levels reflect the oxidative stress 
state which increases both in  the  acute phase of BD  
(mania/hypomania and depression) and with BD progression 
stage.42 We  used assay of TBARS  to measure MDA  level  
formed via the decomposition of certain primary and 
secondary lipid peroxidation products and is a marker of 
oxidative stress. AMPH-induced BD was associated with an 
elevation of MDA level of a 2.7, 2.2, 2.0 and 4.5-fold in the 
PFC, striatum, hippocampus and hypothalamus and by about 
6  and 3 times in the leukocyte and plasma  compared 
respectively to ontrol. In reversal treatment administration 
all of preparations, PMF, PMZ and VPA decreased the 
MDA content in brain and blood (Figure 2).  
PMF normalized the MDA content in the PFC and 
striatum. Both  PMF and PMZ didnot  influence MDA  level  
in hippocampus, but reduced it almost halved in 
thehypothalamus, in which it remained 2.4 times above the 
control. At  the  same time, PMF  diminished the MDA  
content in theleukocytes by 1.6  times, compared to control, 
whereas it  was normalized by PMZ and  VPA. Notably,  
VPA  reduced  the MDA content by 1.7, 1.8  and 1.5 times 
below the control in thePFC, striatum and hippocampus 
respectively, and normalized in hypothalamus. 
Antidepressant mechanism of VPA is shown perhaps   
linked to an inhibition of oxidative damage via  
improvement serum MDA level, and serum catalase and 
superoxide dismutase activities, and upregulation of tyrosine 
hydroxylase and tryptophan hydroxylase in the PFC of  rats 
exposed to chronic unpredicted stress.43 Both PMF and PMZ 
reduced drastically the MDA level in plasma by 
approximately 7 and 4.6 times compared to control,  while   
after VPA treatment  it  was twice the norm.  
Thus, probiotics and VPA suppress differently AMPH-
induced lipid peroxidation, i.e., system-wide oxidative stress 
response there through preventing oxidative damage in the 
brain regions responsible for cognitive function, emotion 
and mood, as well as in blood leukocyte and plasma. 
However, it should be considered that a drop of the MDA 
level below the norm could decrease the physiological level 
of oxidant challenge essential for governing life processes 
through redox signaling.44 
Effect of treatment on the arginase activity in brain and blood  
Recent research has identified inflammatory agents and 
reactive oxygen species as drivers of the pathologic 
elevation of arginase activity and expression.45 Arginase 
hydrolyzes L-arginine to urea and L-ornithine, and exists in 
2 isoforms, cytoplasmic (A1) and mitochondrial (A2).46 
Immunolocalization studies have shown the presence of 
both A1 and A2 in brain, especially in hippocampal 
neurons.47 Differential expression of the arginase isoforms 
could provide a means to preferentially direct ornithine 
either to proline or excitatory amino acid glutamate 
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synthesis   via ornithine aminotransferase in cytoplasm or to 
polyamine synthesis via ornithine decarboxylase in 
mitochondria.48 A significant increase in the concentration 
of polyamines in some structures of the limbic system and 
reticular formation in autopsy specimens of the brain of 
patients with schizophrenia has been found.49 Previously, we 
have shown that activation of lipid peroxidation processes 
was accompanied by a region-specific stimulation of the 
arginase isoforms in the cytoplasm and mitochondria in the 
brain corticolimbic system regions and blood leucocyte 
following AMPH-induced BD.12,13 Here we observed that  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 1A. Effect of treatment with PMF on proliferation and 
edema in hypothalamus. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 1B. Effect of treatment with PMZ on multiple blood 
microvessels of PFC. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 1C. Effect of treatment with VPA on edema and full-
blooded vessels of PFC. 
reversal treatment with VPA, and free and immobilized 
probiotic mixture exerted a modulatory effect on the 
intracellular arginase activity in brain and blood following 
AMPH-induced BD. 24 hours after discontinuation of 
treatment with probiotics and VPA and injection of 
dexamphetamine, A1 and A2 activities were mainly reduced 
in the brain regions studied, with exception for the A1  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 1D. Effect of treatment with VPA on Striatum showing 
intensive interfibrillar edema. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 1E. Effect of treatment with VPA on Hippocampus 
showing proliferation, cellular polymorphism and the presence of 
large cells. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 1 F. Effect of treatment with VPA on Hypothalamus 
showing interfibrillar edema and cellular polymorphism. (H&E 
stain, 100X). 
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Figure 2. Effect of treatment with PMF, PMZ and VPA on the 
lipid peroxidation processes in the brain corticolimbic system 
regions and blood leukocyte. 
activity in hippocampus resistant to any treatment used 
(Figure 3). Oxidized lipoproteins can upregulate A1 in 
mouse macrophages.50 Superoxide anion (O2•−) and 
hydrogen peroxide (H2O2) can also enhance mRNA content 
and A1 activity in the rat alveolar macrophages.51 A 
decrease of arginase isoforms activity partially is due to 
suppression of lipid peroxidation processes by the 
preparations. Of interest, both PMF and PMZ did not also 
decrease lipid peroxidation in the hippocampus following 
AMPH-induced BD. However, despite the fact that VPA 
decreased the level of MDA, the A1 activity was not 
reduced in the hippocampus of VPA-treated rats indicating 
the existence of other factors that may affect the expression 
and activity of the enzyme. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure. 3.  Effect of treatment with PMF, PMZ and VPA on the 
arginase activity in the cytoplasm and mitochondria of the brain 
corticolimbic system regions. 
It should be noted that on one hand A2 may contribute to 
oxidative stress via stimulation of mitochondrial reactive 
oxygen species (O2•− and H2O2) production and there 
through promote macrophage inflammatory responses.52 On 
the other hand, A2 preferentially direct ornithine to 
putrescine which suppresses lipid peroxidation, and support 
brain functions in adaptation to extreme environmental 
conditions.53 This complicates the picture studied. So, both 
PMZ and VPA equally reduce the MDA content in the 
leukocyte, but they differentially decrease the arginase 
isoforms activity (Figure 3).  
It should be noted that during BD enhanced arginase 
activity and a subsequent decrease in the L-arginine levels 
can activate a stress kinase pathway that impairs function of 
T lymphocytes and also can inhibit the mitogen-activated 
protein kinase signaling pathway required for macrophage 
production of cytokines in response to bacterial 
endotoxin/lipopolysaccharide.54  
VPA decreased the A1 and A2 activities by 1.9 and 4 
times below control values in the PFC. PMZ caused a 
decrease in the activity of A1 and A2 of a 2.4 and 3.2-fold 
below the norm in the leukocytes respectively. Such 
suppression can affect the functions of arginase, which plays 
a role in protection against NH3 toxicity and cell growth and 
repair. So, hyperammonemia is caused by valproate therapy 
or overdose, and L-arginine could be potentially used 
therapeutically to correct this phenomenon.55  
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Figure 4. Effect of treatment with PMF, PMZ and VPA on the in 
the arginase activity in the cytoplasm and mitochondria of 
leukocyte. 
Effect of treatment with probiotics and sodium valproate on 
the nitric oxide synthase activity in brain and blood  
Arginase and nitric oxide synthase (NOS) share common 
substrate L-arginine, and another likely mechanism which 
may also contribute to the arginase effects is influence on 
the nitric oxide (NO) production via quenching of L-
arginine and limiting its supply or via synthesis of urea, 
which inhibits a dimerization of the inducible NOS (iNOS) 
monomers to active form.56,57 Moreover, arginase-derived L-
ornithine is converted to putrescine and then to the 
polyamines, spermidine and spermine, which inhibits iNOS 
translation and NO overproduction.58 NO is a versatile 
messenger molecule, with the characteristics of 
neurotransmitters, that may influence the levels of dopamine, 
noradrenaline, serotonine, acetylcholine, GABA.59 
Moreover, NOS/NO system appeared to be involved in the 
pathophysiology of BD.41 
We have previously demonstrated that a total NOS 
activity was decreased in the cytoplasm and mitochondria in 
the regions of corticolimbic system and blood leucocyte 
following AMPH-induced BD.12 Reversal treatment with 
VPA and free and immobilized probiotic mixture not only 
prevented an inhibition of NO production, but also 
stimulated the latter (Figure 5).  
A total NOS activity has increased approximately equally 
over shooting the control values in the cytoplasm and 
mitochondria of striatum and hippocampus following 
treatment with PMF and PMZ. Pronounced differences in 
the influence of PMF and PMZ on total NOS are observed 
in the mitochondria of PFC, and in the cytoplasm of 
hypothalamus leveled after a week post-treatment (data not 
shown). The tendency to normalization of the NOS in the 
cellular compartments of hippocampus and hypothalamus 
predominated following VPA treatment, whereas in the PFC 
and striatum a total NOS activity was not significantly 
affected by VPA. This indicates that an increase in the 
activity of NOS is not necessarily related to the inhibition of 
the activity of arginase isoforms by preparations studied. 
Moreover, a stimulation of NOS could contribute to 
inhibition of arginase reaction, as the first intermediate of 
NO synthesis, NG-hydroxy-L-arginine is a well-known 
arginase inhibitor.60 
   
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 5. Effect of treatment with PMF, PMZ and VPA on the 
total nitric oxide synthase activity in the cytoplasm and 
mitochondria of the brain corticolimbic system. 
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The most pronounced drop about thrice in the NOS activity  
observed in the  cytoplasm and mitochondria of blood 
leukocyte was prevented following reversal treatment with 
probiotics and VPA at AMPH-induced BD (Figre 6). VPA 
modulate a NOS activity in the cytoplasm and increased it in 
the mitochondria above the norm. PMF also caused a 
significant increase in the intracellular NO production, 
whereas PMZ had almost no effect. Nevertheless, a total 
NOS activity normalized in the cell compartments of 
leukocytes of both PMF- and PMZ-treated rats, a week after 
treatment in contrast to self-recovery group (data not shown).  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 6. Effect of treatment with PMF, PMZ and VPA on the 
total nitric oxide synthase activity in the cytoplasm and 
mitochondria of leukocyte. 
It should be noted that increased arginase activity 
following AMPH-induced BD could restrict the supply of L-
arginine required for NO production, and NOS will become 
uncoupled and use molecular oxygen to form superoxide, 
which reacts rapidly with any available NO to form 
peroxynitrite, further decreasing NO and further uncoupling 
NOS by oxidizing the co-factor BH4.61,62 Of interest, a 
negative correlations between NOS activity and free radical 
generation were revealed in the active rat cerebral cortex 
(animals selected using the emotional resonance test).63 The 
antioxidant effects of NO is a consequence of direct reaction 
with alkoxyl and peroxyl radical intermediates during lipid 
peroxidation, thus terminating lipid radical chain 
propagation reactions.64  
CONCLUSION 
Taken together the data presented in this report provide 
further support to the claim that psychoactive and antifungal 
probiotics mixture both in free and immobilized forms may 
normalize gut microbiota and histopathological changes in 
the brain corticolimbic system, as well as may efficiently 
suppress oxidative stress and modulate the L-arginine 
metabolic pathways in region-specific manner in the brain, 
and in blood leukocyte following dexamphetamine induced 
BD. Further study is needed to confirm whether L-arginine 
intracellular alternative metabolic pathways are represent 
new targets for developing methods to diagnose and 
treat BD, and whether PMF and PMZ are effective for BD, 
both as mono-therapy and in combination with mood 
stabilizers. 
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